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INTROEUCTION

The issues surrounding the women's mnvement in

today's society have had a substantial impact on most of

the members of the adult population. That impact may or

may not have had personal implicat,ionsx may or may not

have involved persanal participation. Neverthelese, the

awareness of society as a whole has at least been raised

about the issUes of sex discrimination and-sex_role

stereotyping. -The-incragaing number of legal EiCtiona

charging discrimination in such areas of employment'as;

airing, salary, promotion, and fringe benefits, and the

settlement of a number of these in favor of the women

bringing the charges, constitute a-,major source of

consciousness-raising among the population. The inter-

ests, needs, and rights of women have beer further

riicognized wlth changes in legal codes by state legis-

latures. Laws prohibiting discrimdnation by sex in

credit, housing, and inheritance tax are among the most

recent changes. Rape laws have been another-area of

revision.

The organization of women's groups such as the

Natidnal Women's Political Caucus (with all its state

and local caucuses), the Women's Equity Action League,

1 t;

"1,- s.
X
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the National°Organizatibn for Women, qpnmissionis,on.the,t'

'Status of Women, and,the Nsticenal Federated Business And

e

*Professional Womenis Club have been largdly responsible:
P-

for ifuccessful lobbying and court case efforts to cht;tnge.

/
laws which are in fact discriminatory toward one sex.

Increased involvernant of the Anarican Civil Libelps

Union and the American Associati5n of University Movien

has ilso.been a signffibant facto.c. In jegal terms, the

efforts of ttiese groups have been higlay successful.

A change in law., boweVer, does nat j.n a

k

""...

change in Attitude. We-have seen over the years thet the

atti Ides which reflect vezlues end practices of a culture,.

are slowest to dhange. New technology simplifieS and

economizes mass production, but the' attitudes*d values

of the Protestant work ethicresist the.impersona?.ity and

lack,o.f ind,ividual craft in production. Similar resistance

has accompanied technological innovations wij;I)!the school

systecds. As a cor:.Iequence Of the cultural lag between

those advances we as a society can mkisternally in II

terms of structu.7e and function and the internal changes

that such advances necessitate, we have not seeop,a marked

I change in the attitudes of socieiy/toward'wonan's partici-

pation in nontraditional roles and behaviors.

A challenge to"traditions that have been the basis
"1,.°

for societal structure is real and present in our society
.

today, but the counter to that challenge is present as

4
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wellf Thl question, of seic roles, sex differences, and
, .1.

*the sour.ees of tbese differences evokes considerable

,c3ontroversY,Much of it. -on an.mhotidnal level that has

-been raispd,dde:to threats to that which has for so long
#

been accelitedi ractice. And so, apart from lays, we have

the cirit4cal. ctuestious surrounding apPropriate behaviø

and.roldilwfor one...sex or the other. Wby should.girls.
4

Wet4 dr'esses?.6 Why., is it not aS acceptable for a girl to

iSk, a boy to prom; Why do wafexpect,that girls will be

nurses frequently and docii!Ors rarely?

c The questions are endless. We know thxkt_many 01

these questions have at least confrOnted _the adull popu-

lation. ,We do not 'know what influence their responses to'

these questions individually and collectivelfhave had On

the young children in the schoolt and in the homes. Nor
A

do.we knowl1;11w influence thesejoLuestippns may have had',

.directly on children as they may 4.7 answered the

questions themselves.

There is a new focus today on equality.of ci.?por-

tunity and the development of all hu,/.7 potential. The

basic concept of clearly differentiiated sex roles within
4

the nuclear family is no lonier universally acceptAble

or appropriate. Beyond the resolution of inequities

and discrimination by our judicial system ar,e the crucial

and as yet unresolved questions for societal structuvo.

We have not, as a culture, determined what it is we wfsh
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'to perpetuate in this present midst of change. Some

indication of that which might transpire may be evident

as we view the patterns of attitudes of elemuntary school

children toward a particular social aspect.

This study focused on sex role stereotyping asm

evidenced in attitudes toward participatibn in sports

activities. There is little doubt about the central

place sports play in our society, both through observa-

tion and participation. Once largely ascribed to the

male population, sports End recreation activities are

now being opened to girls and women at all levels:

school, community, university, and profE;ssional. In

many respects the woman sports participant assumes a

role that once was thought "unfeminine." The nature

of attitudes of elementary school children toward partici-

pation In sports activities provides an interesting pic-

ture of the status of men and women, boys and girls in

this central aspect of our society.

t"- 0
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STAT OF THE PROBLEM

The purposes of this study. were:-

1. To examine and:compare by grade, sex, and

race the gender related attitudes of ele-

mentary school children (K-6) toward the

acceptability of papticipaLionin sporLs

activities.

2. To examine and compare by grade, sex, and

race the gender related attitwdes of ele-

\'

mentary school children (K-6) tn terms of

expectations of individuals participating

in sports activities.

3. To examine and compare the stated reasons

for responses given as they reflect gender

related attitudes about the amaptaVilitk

of participation jAi-4--Si5orts activitie and

heoEgfibctations of individuals artici-

// pating in sports activitie

Defin

1. Attitudes-- alized expressions of the

individ lts reaction to a given situation

I
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, representing cognitive and emotional influ-

ences at the tima of respanse.

2. Sex Differencescharacteristics or qualities

-specific to one sex or the other in varying

degrees assigned or concluded as the result

of research studies. (These characteristics

may or may not be innate or biologicany

based, or may or may not be a result of the

perpetuation of stereotyped behaviors.)

3. Sex Stereotyping--assignment of psychological

characteristics and behavioral patterns

socially defined as appropriate for one sex

or the other.

Assumption

The assumption is made that the attitudes of ele-

mentary school children can in fact be measured via the

design of this study.

Limitations

The limitations of this study are as follows:

1. The study will be conducted by a female.

Although the same individual will do all

or the interviewing, making the sex of the

interviewer constant, some students may

respond differently than if a male were

asking the questions.
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The sample will consist of intact groups of

pupils at Malcolm Price Laboratory School

where the researchkr is a teacher. Some

responses may be influenced by either direct

or indirect knowledge of the researcher's

feelings on particular isses.

3. The sample is not drawn from a population

that necessarily typifies the general popu-

lation.

L. The qualitative aspect of tho sLudy, dopivod

from responses given to the question of "why"

particular answers were given, can only'be

viewed as a possible indication of attitude

influence or source:
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REVIiW bP LITERATURE

Introduction

The literature wes,, surveyed in a number of related

areas to attempt to establish a background base for inter-

pretation and understanding of the kinds of responses

received from the subjects intekviewed in this study. The

review included here will begin with an overview of the

research done in the area of'sex differences. The purpose

is to explore the nature and extent of pre-existing sex

differences, which therefore might result in response

differences for this particular study. The review will

then move to sex role perceptions expressed by persons

of various ages. The expression of a sex role preference

or an attitude about appropriate sex roles may represent

a sex difference pr it may be the perpetuation of a

stereotypical view. Much of the research is ratl

vaguely defined in terms of sex differences and sex

stereotyping. Finally, the litergture will be reviewed
--

as it reflects the presence of sex stereotyping in

various aspects of our society.
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Sex Differences

The research on sex differences is somewhat con-

flicting, and the conclusions are sometimes questionable.

Results'can only be interpreted as a portrayal of the

similarities or differences between the sexes as they

existed at a particular time in-a particular situation.'

One needs to be careful to limit the implications of the

'research to describing behavior pattelins current to the

time of the study, without attributing'the source of

those patterns singularly to biology, social learning,

or some otter origin.

We do not know how much these dift4erences may

have been a result of acculturation or bow much these

differences may have been exaggerated by the social

influences regarding appropriate role behaviors. We

can only say that under the conditions of the research

design at that particular point insociety, there

appeared to be the given similarities or differences

between the sexes.

We are a polarized society in terms of sex dif-

ferentiation. This is obvious from the moment of birth

when our first questions becomes, "Is it a boy or girl?"

rather than, "Is it a healthy baby?" Lewis (55) reported

that in infants studied at twelve weeks, girls were looked

at and talked to mor3 than boys. Goldberg and Lewis (24)

reported that mothers not only continued to talk to girls
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at the age of six months more than boys, but touched them

more as aell. They reported that girls at thirteen months

seemed to be more dependent, less exploratory, and moreN

quiet in-their play while boys were more independent, more

exploratory, and more vigorous in play, enjoying thy's that

required gross mltor activity. Goldberg and Lewis (24)

did not report tl'e sex di&erences in toy preferences

to be significant, but did.state that tbe boys' play was

significantly more vigorous than that of the girls. When

placed from their mothers' laps to the floor, the girls

were more reluctant to leave the mother at first; signifi-

cantly.nore girls than boys returned to the mother immedi-

ately. When a barrier was placed between the mother and

toys and theAchild, girls lried and motioned for help more

while staying in the center of the barrier. .BoYs, on the

other hand, tended to move to the edges of the barrier.

In contrast, Maccoby and Jacklin (60) did not find that

year-old girls became immobile under threat; nor did they

find sex differences in."need" to be near the mother.

Jacklin, Maccoby, and Dick (40) have also studied

the year-old child. While they did not find significant

differences in toy'preferences, girls spent more time with

cuddly toys, while boys showed a preference for robots.

These choices were rot overtly influenced by the mother.

In another study.of the play behaJior of the yew.-

old child, Messer.anewis (65) compared the sexes
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according to- iobial class. No significant differences

were found.between the sexes for toy preferences ih the

lower class. Middle class girls, however, played signifi-'

cantly more with blocks, while boys banged more toys.

Middle class bbys played with non-toys significantly more

than girls. In addition, middle'class girls played sig-

nificantly more with an inflatbi plastic cat and a stuffed

dog than did the boys. In other variables examined, mdddle

class girls showed more physical, vocal, and° visual con-

tact with the mother than did the lower class girls. The

lower class girls, however, returned to the mothee in less
--4511

time aLd with greater frequency, as well as spent more

time touching the mother.

Lewis (55) further noted that in infants studied

at twelve weeks, six months, and thirteen month , objects,

in the environment were pointed out to boys soon r than

to.girls.

There is no direct accounting for the differences

discussed thus far. Lewis (55) labeled most behavior as

socializing, what the parent does to the infant, the

infant is likely to do back. Kagan (43), however, made

the assuLAption that the earlier a particul,ar behavioral

difference appeared in the life cycl,e, the more likely

it was an influence of biological factors. He was in-

clined to believe that biblogieal differences were

responsible, but he went on to say that these biological
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differences should not place serious constraints on the

vocational and social roles assumed by men and women.

Another strong advocate ofHthe social learning

view of sex differences was Mischel (72). He maintained

that the appropriateness of behaviors for each sex change

with the situation and age level. He noted that studies

in which sex differences were ,studied by means of self-

report or self-description did not necessarily correspond

to those in which sex differences were studied via overt

behavior. He concluded that boys may be less willing to

report "unmanly"'feelings, and that. girls may be less

willing to iieport "impulsiveness."

Kohlberg (47) presented still another view of

sex differences. Based on Piaget'S theory that a child's

cognitive-organization bf both the social and physical

world changes with age, he maintained that the critical

and basic ortganizer of sex role ,attitudes was in the

cogni.tive self-categorization of "boy" or "girl." Pri-

marily on the basis of his own unpublished research,

Kohlberg discounted parental role behavior, social class,

and race as hiving any significant Influences on the

-child's,sex role stereotypes. Instead, he attributed

the 'body differences and the visible diffarences in sex

assigameht of sciaial roles as the basis for sex role

stereotypes.
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Other theories about sex differences have been

discussed by Rosenberg and Sutton-Smith (83). The theories

included that of the comparative psychologists whose work

has been dependent on research involving the hormonal and

genetic influences with ahimals; ihe psychoanalysts who

have based their work on FreudIs concepts of penis envy,

castration anxiety, and the Oedipal complex; the soci-

nlogists whose focus has been on group interAction,

particularly within the family structure; and the anthro-
.

pologists who have examined the necessary behaviors that

must be present to continue the society.

Research on sex differences beyond infancy con-

tinues to ke conflicting, and.again without a direct

relationship to a particular origin, although as the

subjects studied become older their behavior appears -

to become more and more a product of their environment.

This tvend suggests to this writer support for the social

learning theory.

Much of the research involving subjects old enough
.

to manage some sort of task for measurement, as opposed to

merely being observed as with the infants, has focused on

the concepts of masculinity and femininity.

Brown (10) developed the IT Scale for Children in

1956 to measure mailculinity-femininity characteristics.

In testing children in grades kindergarten through five,

he found that at the kindergarten level twice as many
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'girls as boys projected a preference for a parental role

of the opposite sex. The median difference between boys

and girls in grades one through three was small,

cating that many girls in these grades scored very

masculine. There was a marked change at the fifth grade

level for the girls toward a greater femininity prefer-

ence. In contrast to Brown's conclusions, Lefkowitz (50)

concluded fram his study that girls have about as much

preference for the feminine sex role as boys have for

the masculine sex role. Sutton-Smith et. al. (104) also

have provided data discounting the fifth and sixth grades

as turning points toward greater femininity.

A rePeat of Brown's study with the'IT Scale was

done by Hartup and Zook ,(32, 122) utilizing three and

four year old children. The majority of their data was

similar to the findings for oldee children, in that boys

more strongly preferred the stereotyped male role than
- -

girls prefe'rred the stereotyped female role. The findings

implied that the acquisition of sex role preferences was

less complicated developmmntally for the male than it was

for the female. This has been a conclusion of other

researchers as Well (38, 56, 58, 97).

Even though IT was a stick drawing and was not

structured for sexual identity, Brown (11) concluded after

extensive research that in olr traditionally maseuline-.

oriented culture, any figure not specifically structured
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as female will tend to be seen as male. lie pointed to

some of the masculine orientation in our curture by noting

that man refers both to the male sex and to both sexes ,

generically, girls are allowed to dress and look like boys

in our culture but the reverse is not acceptable, and the

ihstructions for the Goodenough-Draw-A-Man-Test ask for

a man, as opposed to a person, to be drawn.

Endslay (16) studied the effects of concealing LT

in a testing session with preschool children and found no

significant differences in the degree of masculine response,

which further reinforced the concept of a masculine-oriented

culture.

As stated earlier, play behavior has been a common

area 'of study for sex differences in children. Parten (76)

studied the ?lay of preschool children and noted that the

tendency to form single sex play groups increased from 62

per cent at age,two to 79 per cent at age five. The first L

five playmates of girls'were other girls 81 per cent of the

time; boys chose other boys only 62 per cent othe. time.

The early tendency to forePunisex groups has'acted as.a

role-reinforcer at a young age. The analysis of the

play activities reflected interests typically associated

with girls (house, swings, paper, beads, and paints) and-

with boys (trains, kiddie cars, and blocks). Note',

however, thit in a study mentioned earlier by Messer
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and Lewis (1972), girls played significemtay more with

blocks.

Brian Sutton-Smith, alone. (101), and inficollabor(-

atIon with others (8o, 82, 102, 10; 104), has done

extensive research on activity preferences and gam'e

Involvement of the sexes. In a stuc4; of game preferences

(403), fourth,.fifth, and sixthigliTae girls in 1959 were

found to ,be substantially more like bois in their game

choices than in 1921. There were.still significant

differences in some rcisponses, however. Boys preferred

footbal),, marbles, and wrestling, while dance, dolls,

Drop the Handkerchief, Fox and Geese, hopscot, house,

jacks, jump rope, leap frog, and puzzles were all pre-

ferred by the girls. During this time peridd girls

showed an increased interest and participation in sport,

but they did not adopt the warrior-like activities of the

boys. There was some speculation that this might repre.;

sent an avoidance by boys or any games not obviously mascu-
.

line in an attempt to clarify their own identity. Girls

also seemed to be playing more active games at earlier.

ages. On the whole, there seemed tcbe an increasing

preference of children for informal group activities.

In further study, Sutton-Smith et. al. (82 104)

labeled game prefei.ences to develop masculinity-femininity

scales. This study was fizst published 14.n 1963 and con.-

sisted of subjects in grades three through six. It was
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revalidated La a'study published in 1964 to reflect shi6s

in Oeferences,, most of which 'came from the girA. 'A,t the

third grade ,level there were about the same number Ot -ites

favored by each sex, but at the fourth grade'level girls

became mare responsive,*favoring more items than the boys,

masculine as well as feminine. Thera seemed(to be evidence

that the fdurth grade was one of peak anxiety for the girls

in terms of sex role confusion, related to perceptio s'of

------.%4*%%"tomboy" versus "little lady." There were some items for

which girls showed increasi.-4 preference with grade at the

same time boys dhowed decree ing preference with grade.

This was true for both playing bandits and cowboys. The

data did not ehow a 'turning point at the fifth grade level

toward greater femininity. In fact, both boys and girls

ehowed decreasing preference for feminine items at the

fifth and sixth grade levels.

In still another study of sex differences in

games, Sutton-Smith (101) concluded that girls were

inclined to prefer games of chance and games of strategy

whilc boys welie inclined to prefer games of physical

skill In three survey polls with adults in 1940 and

1948, Sutton-Smith, Roberts, and Kozelka (102) verified

these preferences in adult females and males. The high

achievement training given boys by our culture mas pointed

to as a key factor'for boys' preference of physical skill

activities.* Girls who won were Laracterized as

t,
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hyperactive, impulsive, aggressive, And masculine in choice

of play activities. Girls who wan also had past experi-

ehoes of receiving more severe penalties from their mothers;

the mother thus provided an aggressive role model. Winning

boys were largely independent of their mothers. Girls

inclined to play to a draw ortie preferred feminine games,

while boys inclined to play to a draw ortiewere.late-

maturers seeking adult approval.

Two other studies ,of play.activity preferences of

_children were done by Orloske (74) and Thomas (105). The

Orloske study involved 701 elementary school students from

six to twelve years of age. Hp found. that as the children

got older, the typei of game activities increased in number

as well.as became more highly organized. Activities spe-

ciao to boys in popularity were'rollerskating, football,

and baseball. Sidewalk games, original games, social

dancing, and jump rope were specific to the girls in

,popularity. .Both sexes expressed a liking for tumbling,

playground equipment, bicycling, basketball, soccer, and

tag games. Girls preferred playing at home more than away;

boys preferred.playing away from home. Thomas adminikered

a questionnaire to 175 fifth grade boys and girls. The

most striking results were the expressions of dislike by

82 per cent of the girls for running activities anctby

76 per cent of the boys for.rhythmic activities. U.

4. I
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reason for dislike in 20 per cent'of these cases was asso-

ciated with sex inappropiiateness of the activity.

Pramatic play situations have been another means

of studying ,sex differencesA girls and boys. Gregory

Stone (100) saw dramatic play as an avenue for establishing

sex-identity in the child. He notO that girls seemed to

engage in- t145 more.than boys, and thus began to prepare

,for adulthood eiiql,itir than boys by having an accurate role'

model with .1() mothetlpresent to imitate. The dimmatic

play of boys tended to show more fantasy depicting male

roles.

Erik Erikson (18) studied playwebnfigurations

developed by eleven, twelve, and thirteen.year-old girls

and boys given blocks, toy furniture, dolls, cars, and

animals. The task was to creare an imaginary motion

picture scene. Erikson considered the blocks impersonal

and free .of cultural connotations, and thus found the

differences in the numbers of blocks used-as well as the

kinds of configurations to be particularly striking. Boys

used more blocks in more varied ways. The girls tended to

build quiet scenes of everyday life within a house or

school, while boys had more buildings and outdobr scenes

with animals, Indians, and automobile accidents. One of

-the most significant sex differences was in the tendency

of the boys to erect structures, buildings and towers,

or streets in contrast to the girls using the play table

p.
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as the interior of a homm and making little or no use 9f
0

blocks. Significant differences in use,of play space were

reflected by the boys' tee of height, downi'all, and motion,

girls'crsaated static interiors which were open, simply

enclosed, or blocked,

Doll play has been another means of studying

dramatic play. Levin and Wardwell (51) noted that the

best documented finding using this technique was that

, boys are more aggressive than girls. They further noted

that girls show more stereotyped behavior than boys,

attributing this to greater inventiVeness of young boys.

The stereotyping did decrease from session to session in

their research, however.

Seagoe (89) studied children's play cross-

culturally and intra-culturally 'with American and Japanese

children in the first and sixth grades. No sex differences

were found for any of the categori,es With the Japanese

children. Sex dirferences vire found, however; between

'American boys and girls in 91e categories of adult-oriented

play (where the child is directed by or imitates an adult)

and team iomes. The American girls played adult-oriented

games significantly more than the boys, while the boys

expressed a significant dislike for adult-oriented games.

The American boys played team games significantly more
4)

than girls. No significant dffferences were.found for the
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categories of informal individual play, informal social

play, and individual competitive games. 1

A number of studies have been done to determine

sex differences in personality characteristics. In a

sociological study, Dere104right (121) found the commonly

ascribed maie-female characteristics existent. Females

showed more interest in others and greater need for close

relationships. They were less motivated to compete and

more anxious about displaying aggression. The male showed

aggression, muscular strength, and authority. Wright

'ipointed out, however, that the amount of overlap between

sexes in all qualities was more surprising than the dif-

ferences. Rosenberg and Sutton-Smith (83) also state91

0 that males or females often differ more from one another

than from the opposite sex.
%

Sherriffs and Jarrett (92) had men and women

assign behaviors and attributes as being masculine or

feminine, as well as indicate the.values placed on these

qualities. They found surprising agreement between nen

and women in this task.

In studies involving Bono of these assigned gender

ittributes, sex differencev have been found. Guardo (26)

studied differemJes in personal space with sixth graders.

Boys displayed leSs Anxiety and more ov,rt aggression by

/4acing l'ièmselves'significantly closer to threatening
, I

\

Reews than did girls. Girls, on the other hand, placed
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significantly less distance between thenselves and their
,

best friends, depicting their deeper interest and desire

ito be close to others.

. . Another study dealing with the characteristics of

aggression and competition was done by Benton (5) as he .

had male and female co.i...5ge students bargain with each

other over sums of money. He sfound that males did,in

fact behave mo:..e aggressively and competitifely. -They

made initial demards most'favorable, to the4selves, extreme

demands during,negotiations, and fewer offers of the

larger &mount of money to their oppon.ents.

Differences in intellectual functioning were dis-

cussed in considerable detail by Maccoby (59). She pointed

out that the sex differences in general intelligence during

the early years seem to parallel the physiological dif-
-.

ferences in maturation. Girls during the preschool years

tended to exceed boys in verbal ability as well as test

higher on general intelligence. In late adolescence,

however, the boys tended to show greater gains than the

girls on :tests of general intelligence. These tendencies

are similar to the'earlier maturation of girls, with a

later growth spurt in boys which exceeds that of the

girls. Other differences noted by Maccoby included

better performances by girls in'grammar, spelling, and

vocabulary; counting at earlier ages; and achieving

higher grades. Boys, however, excelled at arithmetical
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reasoning in high school andachieved substantially more

than girls in adulthood. Although some of the' differences

,may have been. related to sex-typed interests, she doubted

whether the differences in spatial ability, analytic style,

and breaking set patterns could be explained by this. She

also expressed doubts that oppokunities to learn or

identificailbn and raodeling-were adequate explanations

for differences. She stated that some of the differences

may"be related to greater conformity, passivity, and

dependence in girls and to greater independence and

activity*in boys.

Few physiological differences have been shown

until after the age of at least eight fn terms of per-

formance and ability (46, 73, 118). ilfpst studies have

shown the male to be superior in power and strength, but

there has been considerable variance in the magnitude

this difference. Ulrich (109) claimed that strength and

endurance were more closely related to height and weight

than to sex. Wilmorefs studies (118) showed that the

differemces in strength and endurance were very minimal

when lean body weight considerations were made.

A group of researchers at the University of Reading

(64)' insisted, however, that men and women.are anatomi-

cally, physiologically, and psychologically different, and

that these differences are a result of the Y chromosome
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and testosterone. They claimed ihat the newborn infant

. unequivocally has feminine or masculine predispositiCns.

Anatomically, the basic differences include advan-

tages for the female in balance, stability, and flexibility

and advantages for the male in a larger structure with

-heavier and longer bones that allow for greater speed and

force (46).

A yariety of4sex differenceshas been discussed.

In most cases it is,extremely difficult to separate the

Cultural product from its biological base. Dornbusch (14) -

pointed out these difficulties as he noted a lack of evi-

dence on the crucial matters of'the effects of the sex

hormones on behavior when varied in concentration or

timing, a lack of observational data on parent and child

interactions according to sex, and a lack of knowledge of

the ways different socialization practices affect children

with different biological characteristics. Much more

research in these crucial areas is necessary before any

definite ,conclusions can be drawn about the existence

and implications of sex differences.

ey

Sex Role

gust as mR .T:the findings of literature sur-

szx dirti4ifs could be attributed to biological,
'

sociological, or sources, the literature regarding

sex role preferences and perceptions Can also reflect a



variety of possible sources. In many cases'the research

may in fact represent sex difrerence_s; in others, it may

reflect sex stereotyping.

Personality factors mentioned,earlier hEive been

shown to reflect something Of an individual's sex role

orientation; Alper (1) usea the Wellesley Role-Orientation

Scale to measure three aspects,of role preference in col-

ltge women: traits-they considered masculine and feminine,

role activities acceptable for themselves, and-role acti-

vities appropriate for men only. The results of the study

supported the prediction that achievement motivation in

women is siglificantly related to sex role orientation.

The women who scored low on femininity on the Wellesley

Scale told higher success stories.

There is not agreement on whether.or not men and

women hold siuilar perceptions.and attitudes. Fernberger

(20) found such a high correlation between college men

and women. Both men and women believed that women are

less passionate, more sensitive, sacrifice more freedom,

and were responsible for the final decision to live

together. Both sexes believed that men are more crude,

more depenaent on the opposite sex, and all--arbund
,

superior. The only,differences were,in the qualities

of common-sense and diligence, in which cases both sexes

favored themselves. Kitay (45) compared the sexes in

their attitudes and beliefs about women in terns of

°
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worn's value to society, attributes, rights and proper

sphere of worlf. The low-prestige groupsSwomen) tended

to follow the high prestige groups (men), even with

re'speat to opinions.of themselves. More diStinct differ-

ence3 ir, the attitudes of-the sexes were noted by Kaplan

and G.-Adman (44). College studentr were put into two

mixed groups and each group was given the task of

respdnding to a series of-attitudinal itema either as
a

. they believed the average-man or the average woman would

respond. The results showed that the stereotype of the

average male represented more traditional and separatist

attitudesyard wommn than did the stereotype of the

average woman. The femaleCsubjects believed that there

were greater differences in attitude between the sexes

than the males did. The average male viewed women more

traditionally than the average female did.

°Miller (67) specificallY studied male attitudes

toward womenfs roles to determine if the level of male

self-esteem affected their attitudes. Males attending

large', state, and noll-religiously affiliated institutions

were generally more approving of the principles of the

womenfs movement. Self-esteem did mit appear to be a

factor for this group of students. Males with lower

self-esteems who attended small, religiously affiliated

or private institutions, however, were less approving.



.The mon-college sample compared mOst closely with the

latter group.

2 7

Hartley (31) noted that the historical.background

on changes in sex roles his not been easy to pinpoint. She

traced the-beginnings of the changes present today to the

close of World War II when some women who had been called

,to work during the war chose not to return to their homes.

Hartley cited the inaccuracy of the census data on women,

noting that in some cases census workers purposely con-

cealed a woman's work to reflect appropriate role behavior

for the time period. Women who worked did not do so as a

substitute for family responsibilities, but, rather, in

addition to these obligations. Hartley found in studying

children's attitudes that daughters of non-working mothers

mentioned housewife as a first career choice significantly

more than did daughters of' working mothers. DiAghters of

working motkiers more ofterv chose non-traditional vocations.

Significintly tnore girls indicated plans to work after

marriage than boys expected wives to work; A further

difference between children of working and non-working

mothers was noted in the children's reactions to a picture

of a mother leaving for work. Negative attitudes about

work were ascribed to the mother by 54 per cent of the

children of,non-working mothers, as compared to 37 per

cent of the children of working mothers.
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' A common donclusion from a number of current

researchers hal been that girls are less stereotypical

and lezs traditional in their role perceptions and prefer-

ences than are boys (3, 17, 25, 29,,39, 71, 111, 112).

Hartley (29) asked five, eight, and elean year-old

children to describe to a person from outer space what

a .boy, girl, man, and woman needed to be able to do or

know on earth. Traditional domestic activities were

mentioned 65 per cent of the time for woman, with boys

and girls responding similarly. Hartley thought this

concentration somewhat striking since half of the sub-

jects came from working mother families. Significantly

more sons of working mothers than non-working mothers

assigned work role activities to women. Girls did not

show a similar significant difference, however. Pictures

of parents leaving for work, aimilar to the above study

by Hartley, were posed for the children's reactions, and

64 per cent perceived the women as suffering discomfort

at leaving th'e child. Neither sex, social class, nor

work status affected the nature of this response, but

discomfort feelings were mentioned more with increasing

age.. Even more children, however, (69 per cent) thought

the father felt unhappy to leave. In the expression of

future plans, significantly more daughters' of non-working

mothers indicated housewife while more daughters of

working mothers gave professional choices. The proportion
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of all girls who planned to work was significantly higher

than the proportion of boys who said they would consent

to having their wife work.

Vernon (111) surveyed third'and sixth grade

children to determine the present opinions of common

occupations which have been predominately associated

with a single sex in the past. Nurses and housecleaners

were deemed most appropriate for women by children of both

sexes in both grades, but teachers and cooks were accept-

able for either sex. Lawyers, mayors, factorY workers,

and dentists were assigned to men by a majority of boys

in both grades. A majority of sixth grade girls, however,

felt that dentists and lawyers could be of either'sex.

Stereotyping was common for both boys and girls, but girls

were less stereotypical in their views,T This was especi-

ally true at the sixth grade level where a majority of

girls indicated either for six of the ten categories.

Greenberg (25) sampled 1600 children in grades

four, six, eight, air ten, by asking questions regarding

woMenls participation in social, economic and political

activities. Social olass was not a significant factor, but

sex and grade,level were. Females and upper grade students

were more likely to give egalitarian responses than the

males and lower grade students.

Iglitzen (39) studied'fifth graders and again

reported girls to be less steretyped and move open to



change. Children with working mothers had more liberal

views. Girls were more willing to see jobs open to either

sex and 94 per cent of the girls indicated that they.would

have some sort of career.

In another study of fifth graders, Baruch (3)

questioned girla about their career goals. Half wanted

to be a secretary, nurse, or teacher. Only ctwelve of

fifty chose veternarian, physician, or a scientific

specialty. No one chose lawyer, banker, policeman,

architect, or business. However, no one responded with

wife and mother, a signifibant fact in itself.

In a study of personal occupation aspirations of

sixth grade boys and girls, Vernon (112) found that males

splected traditional "male" careers for the purpose of

making money. Three of twelve girls selected non-

traditional careers (doctor, veternarian, and archae-

ologist). As they described a typical day, males made

no mention of marriage or household responsibilities.

Six of twelve girls mentioned family/children/household

responsibilities, but only one indicated she would not

work outside the home.

In a similarly structured study with first and

second graders, Looft (57) found that the boys named

eighteen differerit occupations they would.like to do in

contrast to only eight named by the girls. The Majority

of the girls responded with nurse or teacher. Only one
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girl indicated a non-traditional role, that of being' a

doctor., In response to what she thought she really would

do, she changed saying, "I'll probably have to be some-

thing else--maybe a store lady."

Entwisle and Greenberger (17) studied ninth grade

boys and .gArls and found a marked difference between the

sexes in their views of women's work role, with boys

consistently holding more conservative opinions. Of the

groups of girls studied, those from the middle class held

the most favorable view toward women working. High I.Q.

blue collar white girls held the most liberal views on

women holding men's jobs.

Minuchin (71) concluded from her study.that girls

are less sex-typed and more flexible in role commitment

than boys. She found that children stated a preference

for their Own sei and for play with their own sex. Girls

showed a stronger home and family orientation than boys.

Boys expressed more aggressive fantasies than ;irls. The

children who departed most from traditional views came

from modern subculture backgrounds.

Self-image and self-concept play a Crucial part

in the aspiration levels of children. Smith (97) studied

sex differences in children s optnions of each ether and

themselves in relation to desirable and undesirable traits.

He found that with increasing age, boys have a progres-

sively poorer opinion.of girls, and that the girls have



progressively poorer opinions of themselves as well.

Both boys and girls have progressively better opinions

of boys.

Hartley (30) discussed .the pressures on boys to

be "masculine," and noted that the desired behavior is

rarely defined, but that undesired behavior is responded

to negatively, i.e. "sissy." She feels that this may,

lead to the development of an oversimplified view of

the male role with stress on physical stength and

athletic skills without regard for feelings.

A study by Ross and Ross (84) indicated that boys

!do come to a very definite opinion of appropriate

behavior. The purpose of the study was to detet4ne

whether preschool boys would resist the advocation 6f

sex-inappropriate behavior-by a woman.teacher they highly

regarded. Each child was allowed to select a toy and keep.

it for a Week. The teacher then picked a toy for the

to have, which was the number one toy choice made

by the child for the opposite sex. Most boys resisted

the sex-inappropriate toy choice. Of the twenty in the

experimental group, only five changed to the 'teacher's

choice. The same number of girls resisted as.boys, but

the boys displayed more anxiety by arguing with the

teacher, degracing the teacher in her absence, etc. All

32

-
subjects (30 boys and 30 girls) selected sex-appropriate

toys for boys, but selected sex-inappropriate toys for
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girls more often than sex-apPr,Driate toys. Toys were

labeled as being appropriate fop one sex or the other on

the basi..4 eissigmment by a control group of children.

This is interesting in its Amplicationkor greater

flexibility in female roles.

Lansky and McKay (48) obtained contradictory

results in their study of the sex role preferences of

kindergarten boys and girls which led them to question

the bipolar assumptions of standard masculinity-femininity

tests. They called for more study of the phenomendlogical
4

meanings of "mastuline""and "feminine."

The results of Williams' (117) study of sex role

identiLcatibn also called into question the validity of

some previous theories, particularly that girls who

identify'with a retiring-p4ssive mother have the highest

levels of personal adjustment. On the California Person-

al-4,y,Index, Williams found that the girls who identified

with ascendant-dominant fathers had healthier profiles.

Koherg (47) reported the results of some of his

own previously unpublished data.. As mentioned in the

section on sex differences, Kohlberg supported a cognitive-
,/ =.M.1

developmental theo y of sex role origins. He stated that

early stereotypes
41<150

from perceived differences in body

structure and capacity, noting that children differentiate

first by age-size, and only later by gender. He fodnd

that chiAren saw social power aristng from physical
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power, i.e. size. Such awareness developed in the years

from four to eight, hence, a tendency for both sexes to
0

attribute greater power and prestige to the male role.1

Kohlbprg discounted socio-economic class and race as

having any direct relatioriships.

Several researchers have agreed that flmales have
0

a more difficult time with the development of a sex role

identity, even though it has been most common for the

mother to be at home with the childrep.and the father

away at work (38, 56, 58). Lynn (58) concluded from the

Tesearch that with increasing age, males more firmly
. -

identify with the masculine role while females not only

show preferences for the male sex role but adopt aspects

,of that sex role, as well. Lynh attributed this to the

fact that our culture offers higher prestige and, more

advantages to the male. Boys tend,to identify wih the

mitculine sex role which the culture in general esteems

and perpetdates, whereas most girls are limited in identi-
, .

fication the specific sex role of their mother. Howe

(38) stated that women were more likely to find their
1

identity outside of themselves in the role of a wife,

mother, teacher, etc., rather than as a female. Liljestrom

(56) attributed the differences in identity sources to the

fact that males receive their behavior norms from a single

source representative of their own age and sex, while womn

aro taught 'to be flexible in their reference sourcas,

4
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shifting from the older generation, to peers of their own

,sex or mixed groups, to peers of the opposite sex. Males

have much greater homogeneity in their patterns of inter-

actipn.

As a society we seem to perpetuate the same sex

roles from generation to generation. Wolfe and Gunderson

(118) found that in three mountain communes the sex roles

were more traditional and rigidly maintained than in the

larger society. The communes were anarchistic in struc-

ture, and no formal planning or decision-making had taken

place in regard to the distribution and rotation of chores.

Women merely assumed rather narrow social roles Oich

provided warmth and freedom for the men.

Padan-Eisenstark (75) wrote specifically of girls'

4;../ education in the kibbutz, whose purposes were to pi.omote

equality among all members, particularly between men and

women. There appeared to be some conflict, however,

between that which was representative of'equality and

that which existed in the kibbutz. Boys and girls were

'raised together, sharing experiences.Ln common, until the

Jage of eighteen. The play of infants, despite the fact

that all toys were open to all children, centered around

the doll's house for and around toy machinery and

construction material for the boys. Between the ages of

six and twelve, sex differences in activities and interests

seemed to be minimal. Adolescence, however, brought
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several changes. The courses of study in school, sports,.

and extra-curricular activities Were all patterned after

.male interestsmiand as a result, the adolescent girls

became increasingly papsive and Withdrawn. The girls

indicated embarrassment at the "mixed" sleeping quarters.

Outward appearance was also a source of conflict. Matura-
,

tional differences physically and psychologically Were

reflected in attempts by the girls to establish friendihip

with older boys, which only brought them into further

.conflict with their own peer group. A further example

of the lack of idealized equality was seer in the work

assignments; girls were given tasks that largely required

housework.

Broverman, et. al. (9) concluded that clinical

psychologists further perpetuate the sex role stereotype

of the society. As a result of a questionnaire of bipolar

items, it was found that the clinicians have different

concepts of health for men and women. Their concepts of

a healthy man did t differ significantly from their

concepts of a heal hy adult (sex unspecified), but their

concepts of a,heal hy woman did differ significantly from

those of the healthy adult.

Sociologists. have also been criticized for per-

petuation of stereotypes. Schneider and Hacker (87)

studied the effects of the Use bf the generic term "man"

in sociology texts. It was found that in actual pictures
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-and in Images portrayed .by the generic term, women seemed

to be filteredout. of many social roles, and actually

shown and interpreted in highly traditional, dependent,

,and subordinaie positions.

Millman (68) identified a bu:ilt-in measure of

stereotypical perpetuation in mapy of the research designs.

She asserted that most research hat! been limdted to woman's

roles and characteristics of the middle class family with-

out adequately considering mania roles or functional,
'D

historical, and political influeies of sex roles on

American society in ,general. Her claim was that sociolo-

gists perpetuate the status quo by limiting attention to

the family-and then concluding that sex roles are inevit-

ably digferentiated. By doing research in an institution

other than the family and including a functional perspec-

tive, Millman stated that the sociologists might find a

rapid and broad change of sex roles in the United States

society, even though not as rapidly in the family.

Sex Stereoty2ing -

Sex stereotyping pervades the whole of our culture,

but perhaps it might be most singularly pointed to in 'our

school systems, whose responsibility it is to perpetuate

tha culture from generation to laneration. Levy and

Stadey (52, p. 105) noted that the schools are, "effec-

tive agents of social control. . ."' Unfortdhately,
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that control in many respects has been exerted to Aaintain

traditional expectations. Exanples are evident at all

levels of the educational structure. Differential behaviors

seem to be a prerequisite for the respective social accept-
.

ance of girls and boys. Sadker (86, p.,92) referred to

these forces as "the hidden curriculum."

Although most schools have eliminated dress regu-

lations in the face of co:urt pressures, pareAlts still have

a strong voice in appropqate attire, Sadker (86,fp.,93)

saw dresSes as "a symbolic confinement" for girls as they

are thus forced to relinquish, "the freedom to run . . .

freedam to sit in complete comfort, and freedom to turn a

somersault. . . ." Boys, on the other hand, were free to

move and expected to challenge the teacher, to be stranger,

and to achieve at higher levels. Baumrind (4) further

f indicated differing expectations by citing the ways in

which schools develop expressive competence in girls in

terms of social responsibility but not instrumental

competence in terms of independence.

Perhaps one of the most glaring examples of the

reinforcement of traditional sexroles by.,the slhools is

the.fact that the overwhelming majority of elementary

school teachers are predominantly female, while the

administrators of these teachers are predominantly male.

This same-image of relative inferior-superior relationship

'between.women and men is repeated throughout the elementary
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school readers. Saario, Jacklin, and Tittle (85) reported

tliat more male characters appeared in roles that were

constructive-productive, aggressive, problem-solving, and

physically exertive. In contrast, they found the females

to be more conforming in their behavior, as well as more

verbal, particularly about themselves. They found that

the amount of stereotyping in the readers increased with

grade leVel.

There have been a number of researchers who have

questioned the effects of predominantly female teao17,rs
0

on males (8, 86, 91). Sadker (86) noted that the ele-

mentary school boy is often in a situation where the keys

to success are passiveness, cooperation, good manners, and

subdued personality. These traits are, in fact, in con-

flict with the independence and mastery he has been

encouraged in at home. Brophy and Good (8) stated that

most evidence suggests that it is nOt the sex of the

teacher that is a variable, but rather the interaction

between the role of the student and the respective sex

role expectations,for boys and girls in our society. Thus,

it seems that what is needed is a consistent focus for the

development of the qualities we wish to perpetuate in

people. Sexton (91) wrote that the school and the home

would do better to move their standards in what today is

consid;red a move masculine direction, thus top pepfor7=.

ances could be stimulated in both sexes.

4,8
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In contrast to the notion that teachers faVor girls

in elementary school becagale.,2f their,"better behavior,"

Sadker (86) reported that elementary school teachers inter-

-acted more with boyp in approval,, instruction, listening,

and disapproval.

In terms of teacher employment and performansFe,

Howe (34)/charged that men in the elementary school do not

have to prove themselvt'ts, but instead are assured of the

best classrooms and materials and are looked to first for

administrative talent. In the secondary school, sex-

typing reveals itself on a departmental basis with woMen

predominantly in English and foreign language and men in

math, science, and social science.

Sex stereotyping in elamentary reader series was

previously reffirred to by Saarid, et. al. (85). The most

comprehensive examination of content and role portrayal

in elemantary readers was done byikromen on Words and

Images (120), a group of New Jersey women whose work

resulted in the publication Dick and Jane as Victims.

Their study involved 134 readers from fourteen different

publishers containing 2,760 stories. In their analysis,

boy-dentered stories outnumbered-girl-centered stories by

a ratio of five to two. Women were portrayed in 26 dif-

ferent occupations in comparison to 147 for the men.

It has frequently be,n said that schools reflect

.the status of sodiety. Levy and Stacey (52) cite4 a study
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reported by the U.S. Department of Labor with the ratio

shown in the readers. The findings showed that the

readere were more sexist'than the society they were

supposed to reflect.

Levy and Stacey (52) examined "Alpha One," a new

phonetics program used in Long Island and New York City

school districts for the kindergarten and first grade

levels. Each letter in the alphabet was assigned a

gender. All 21 consonants were males. The five vowels

were represented by females, each of whom had something

wrong with her.

At the high school level, wbrien have been essen,

tially omitted from history and.literature as noted by

Trecker (107, 108) . She cited references made to the

position of women in various cultures and time periods,

but never made to the position of men. The assumption

seems to be that the male role is history itself.

Similar stereotyping is reflected by the media.

Whitney (116) monitored ten programs of the popular

"Sesame Street." The programls characters include seven

live males to two live females and ten male Muppets with

given names to some unnamed female Muppets who appear only

occasionally., Big Bird is asexual but a poll of more

than 40 young children reported it as a tale. The overall

5 0
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ratio of male to female portrayals on the programs moni-

tored ranged fram five to one to eleven to one.

Still another source of stereotype perpetuated

by the schools is found in the educational testing system.

Saario et. al. t85) and Tittle (106) studied content and

interetation models for a number of standardized tests.

Content bias was indicated by the frequency of-male and

female noun and pronoun use. Women yore portrayed almost

exclusively as homemakers. Young girls did female chores

while young boys played or took on leadership roles. Somi,

items seemed.to imply that the majority of the professions

were closed to women.
Im

People have been increasingly calling for change

(12, 15, 19, 22, 37, 70, 78).. Howe (37) labeled the

problem as largely one of aspiration. The Committee to

Elindnate Sexual Discrimination in the Ann Arbor Public

Schools has published a book, Let Them Aspire (19),

directed at this very problem. It contains a compre-

hensive.plan for the removal of stereotypes and inequali-

ties in all curricular and extra-curricular offerings of

the school. The Emma Willard Task Force on Education has

published Sexism in Education (15) and has been extensively

involved in sensitizing Minnesota teachers to the problems

of sexism as part a Minnesota law requiring human rela-

tions training for all certified teachers.
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Fredriksson (22) reported'on the establishment of,

the Nordic Cultural Commission with representatives from !

Lenmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden to study sex rble

research and sex miles in education. Their report was a

clear mandate fOr change, and a new curriculum adopted in

1970-71 reflected that mandatell

schools should work for equality between
the sexes--in the family, on the labour market,
and within the community as a whole. This should
be.done through equal treatment of boys and girls
In the work at school and by counteracting tradi-
tional attitudes to sex roles and stimulating
pupils to discass and question'the differences
which exist between men and women in many fields
in respect of influence, jobs and wages. (22,
P.' 70)

and

Schools should work on the assuaption that men and
women will have the same role in the future, that
preparation for the role of parenthood is equally
important for bbys and girls, and that girls have
reason to be as interested in vocation as boys:
(22, p. 71)

The specific focus of this study was on stereo-

typing in attitudes toward participation in sports acti-

vities. Little research is available that directly speaks

to this area. Attitudes toward athletic oompetition by

girls and women at various levels havo bepn studied (131

27, 61, 62, 88). Generally these attitudes have been

found to be favorable, with participants or former

participants generally, more favorable toward women's

competition. Individuai sports have been given higher

preferential rankings (27). In the Cobb study (13) there

5 2



was a significant difference found between attitudes of

mothers of sons and mothers of daughters. It was specu-

lated that this might be due to fewer opportunities for

girls to compete.

Matheny (66). discussed activities which have been
,)

considered as categorically acceptable or unacceptable for

women's participation. Those activities indicated as

categorically unacceptable incl'ude those characterized

by involvement of bodily contact and direct force to

either an object or another person, as well as body pro-,

jection into or' through space.

The problems of stereotyping in elementary schc-1

physical education classes and sports programs have been

pointed out by Ulrich (109) and Larson (49). Activity

differentiation,which provides football for the boys and

soccer for the girls, wrestling for the boys and folk

dance for the girls has been labeled unjustifiable. The

provision of after school sports programs for boys and

cheerleading for girls was another example of stereo-

-typical differentiation. The argument claiming girls'

lack of interest in aggressive activities can hardly be

defended' when girls have not had the opportunity to learn

to enjoy such activities. Ulrich particularly criticized

the reinforcements teachers give to traditional sex role

expectations by such comments as, "But Steve, some girls

53
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can hit baseballs as well as boys," and, "Let's have three

.strong boys to.move this equipment" (109, p. 113).

Boslooper and. Hayes (6) explored the gamut of atti-

tudes revolving around femininity and sports participation.

The problems of recurring measurement against male standards

rather than the acceptance of acts of skill without sex

associations were pointed to as examples of further per-

petuation of stereotypes. They noted the comments drawn

by women who do excel, who were described as not running

or throwing "liks a girl" or "like a woman."

These kinds of images have again ,been-re-inforced

by the elementary school readers. The study by Women on

Words and Images (120 showed that in the text illustrations

boys were almost without exception taller, Participated in

athletics while

while giriils did

that giils were

girls watched, and acted independently
'

not. In content analysis it Was found

allowed to compete only half as much as

boys, but-that the boys nearly always won. In one instance

a girl won a swimming race against a boy, but he then went

on to beat her five times'. If a girl did win it was by

fluke or because a boy taught her originally. Boys were

in the positions of power, and to get praise a girl had

to play better than a boy. In one instadce a girl got

on a baseball team only to be ridiculed by the other team

with jeSts at the team's assumed inferiority since they

had a girl as pitcher. Real friends are shown to be

cr4)



Chose of the same sex. Girls were shown practicing the

domestic role :ont/nuously while the boys were out playing.
1

The authors of this study called for an open portrayal of

boys awl girls in all the roles to remove the official

approval the stories now appear to give.to the conventionall

sex role stereotypes.

Another variable for this study was race. Few

studiea are,available that reflect sex stereotyping in

the Black culture, Harrison (28) reported a rejection Of

the women's movilment by many Blacks in criticism of its

image as a white, middle-class movement that is taking

attention from the Black Movement. She quoted Blacks as

saying that the women's movement was irrelevant to them.

Their wish was to get out of other people's kitchens and

into their own. There,was also some concern that a flood

of women to the labor market could result in fewer job

opportunities fdr the Black ,male.

, In a study of Black women college graduates
.

Fichter (21) found that many more Negro women expected

&nd preferred to work than whites and-that more Negro

males preferred that their wives work than did white-
,

males. Twice as many Negro women as white preferred to

combine a career and family; white women were inclined to

prefer a career before children :and after children Were

-grown. Fichter also concluded that the. Negro female with



a college education had a great deal more confidence in her

own abilities than did the white female graduate.

Slaughter (93) reviewed research on role models for

Black women and found that the primary:sole model was the

reaourceful woman capable of caring for both herself and

her family. Slaughter also cited a report by Ferries that

indicated more marlied Black Women were employed than white

women.

Mack (63) did a'Study to determine differences in

power structures between Black and white families. The

study questioned the validity of common references to

matriarchy and unnatural superiority of women in the Black

culture. Four groups were used which represented the

Black and white working classes and the Black and white

middle classes. No significant differences were found

between either the racial or econothic classes for the

source of decision-making; all saw the wife as slightly

more powerful than the husband.

Houzer (36) studied Blackc college women in relation

t their physical education activity preferences. Sig-

nificant differences were found between Black and white

women and were attributed to previous experience and'

specific attitudes about ciirtain activities. The top

five preferences of white woman were individual sports

activities, whereas the first three preferences ocoalack



women were team sports:- softball, volleyball, and-basket-

ball.

The literature reviewed reflects varied sources

of influences on attitudes of young children: real and

perceived sex differences, sex role assignments and

expectations, sex stereotyping in attitudes and actions

of children, ariB stereotyping in the materials surrounding

children. The results of this study may provide a further

examiple of the presence or absence of stereotyPing in

attitudes of children.
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PROCEDURES

Subjects

The subjects for this study were the poipulation

of studentA s in kindergarten through Sixth grade at Malcolm

Price Labaratbry School, University of Northern Iowa,

Cedar Falls, Iowa (see Tablq I). The school attempts to

maintain a re;presentative pupil population with a wide

raage of social, economic, and educational backgrounds.

Students come from both rural.and urban areas. Attendance

zones are,shifted regularly to maintaiiithis representa-

tion. The population is 19 per cent Black, most of these

students are bused from inner-city Waterloo. Eight of the

61 Blacks do reside in Cedar Falls.

The 322 children came from 218 different families.

Eighty-five per cent of the children had both parents in

the home. The father worked and the mother was at home In

the case of 53 per cent of the children. Both 'parents were

employed for 30 per cent of the children. Of those cases

that represented the single parent homes, the mfther was

employed 54 per cent of the time.

Some picture of the economic status of the parents

can be seen through examination of the types of occupations

(see Table 11). The population came from a predominantly

"N,



TABLE I

Subjects

Grade White

Girls Boys

lc 15 15

1 17 17

2 114. 17

3 21 14

4 16 21

5 21 21

6 23 24

Total 127 129

Black .0theri* Total

Girls Boys

4 4,

.
14: 3

4 5

5. 6

Girls Boys

1 1

0 0

o 0

o 1

40

41

40

47

6 4 0 o 47

6 2 1 0 51

4 4 1 0 56

33 28 3 2 322

*This category represented one Indian, two Oriental and
two Spanish-American children.
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TABLE II

Parent Occupations*,of Students Interviewed

Male Female

n

White Collar

Pr6fessional, technical, and kindred 81 44 38 38
- Managers and-administrators, except

farms 21 11 14. 4 ..Sales wcTkers 13 7 2 2
Clerical and kindred workers 2 1 21 '21

Blue Collar

4
Oraftspersons and kindred workers 11 6 0 0
Operatives 3 2 0 0
Transpoz,t equipmsnt operatives 2 1 0 0
Laborers, except farm 24 13 5 5

Farm Workers

Service Workers

Retired

. Occupation Unknown

9 5 1 1

114. 8 16 16

1

14. 2 14-

Unemployed (Single Parent Families Only) 0 0

Total 185 100 101 100

*Occupation classifications taken from United States
Department of Commerce, 1970 Census ofPopulation: Volume
One, Characteristics of the Populatra (Washingtonrf777
TIMed States Government Printlng bffice, 1973).
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white collar occupational bacXground. More specifically.,

of those categorized as professional, 74 per cent of the

men and 87 per cent of the women were employed in education

in the public sthools or university. No information was

available on salary ranges. Seventeen families (8 per

cent), representing 35 child!,en, do-qualify for free or

reduced meals. The criteria for this are determined by

the federal government bavd on minimum income levels and

the ntimber of children in the home. No specific data

were availab.le for those on this program. Thewe cpuld

well be others ekigible who have not chosen to take

advantage of the special pates.

Measurement

The instrument of measurement (see Appendix) con-

sisted of fourteen story problems calling for direct

responses and follow-up explanations giving the reasons

the pa,,ticular responses were given.

Two pilot studies were,conducted at Orchard Hills

Elementary School in Cedar Falls, Iowa. The results of

these two studies provided a basis for decision-making

regarding the appropriateness of the questions for the

span of grade levels and the variance Ofponses

elicited by differences in question wording. A con-

Aftsideration tested in the pilot study revolved around

the question of openly offering's "same" or "no difference"
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alternative for response, as opposed to merely referring

to the two sexes in the body of the story problem and

l.eaving the choices of responses unstated. The pilot

study results utilizing these two alternatives reflected

different orientations in.the responses for the questions

when the alternative of "both" or "no differenbe" was

offered. As a result, the questions-in the final study

c\tidid not include the expressed choice of."both" or "no

ifference." All such responses in the study came from

the children themselves.

Each pilot study involved fourteen children, a

girl and a boy fram each grade level (kindergarten ,through

six) who represented different levels of ability. The

children fpr the pilot study were selected by the building

principal and classroom teachers in order to provide for

a cross-section in background and ability. The questions

were found to be applicable for use across the grade span.

The instrument was constructed by the investigator

and underwent several revisions upon recommendations of

the advisor, the statistical consultant, and a number of

elementary school teachers. Categories for investigation

were first determined, and then story problems'were con-

structed to reflect the established categories of accept-

ability (kinds of wctivities and mixed versus separate

teams) and expectations (success and ability, opportunity,

and rewards) (see Appendix).
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Tools and Techniques

The instrument was administered to each individual

by means of an interview which was tape recorded and later

tranOcribed. Each interview reiuired from seven to ten

minutes, with the younger children usually requiring more

time than the older children. Th.e interviews were conducted

in offices, of classroom teachers and in a conference room

of the guidance office. Distractions and interruptions

during the interviews were minimal, although on occasion

there was 'a telephone call or necessity for other access

Lc, the room being used. These did not appear to influence

the responseS of the-subject. The introductory remarks to

each student were, "My name is Miss Geadelmann. I'm

working on a project and T'd like you to help me by

telling me what you think about some things." The ques-

tions were read to each student in the same order. No

reference was made to the tape recorder unless the subject

asked a specific question about it. The recorder did not

seem to be an inhibiting influence.

There were' a few fnstalices in which the investi-

gator inadvertently omitted a question from the interview

and one instance in which a technical difficulty eliminated

the last part of an interview on the tape. These omissions

were not realized at the time of the interview. The in-

vestigator decided to leave the omission rathep than call
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a subject back to ask one specific question out of con-

text.

Interviews were conductAd during the unscheduled

periods of the investigator. A letter,explaining the

nature of the study and plan fotilinterviews was distributed

to each elementary teacher (see Appendix). Arrangements

were made in advanc,e for students to, be taken from their'

regular class activities for the interview. Cooperation

from the teachers was excellent and very few problems or

difficulties were,encountered in the availability of the

students for interviews.

The interviewing process commenced on January 11,

1974, and was completed on. March 18, 1974. The number of
%

students interviewed per day varied from three to 21, with

ten being about the average. All kindergarten and first

grade children were interviewed first. After that, grade

levels were rotated by day in order to minimize the

possible influence the students might have on each other

in discussing the nature of the_interviews. There did

not appear to be obvious peer influences on Students who'

had not yet been interviewed. There were a few comments

and questions directed to the investigator by some of the

fifth and sixth grade students to the effect of, "Is this

for women's lib?"'

Each subject was assigned a three'digit identi-

fication number. Other background informaLion that was
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coded for each subject included grade level in school,

birth-date, sex, parents in the home, work status of

parents, and race.

. All tapes were transcribed by the investigator.

Answers to the direct 'questions were coded and recorded

44fecily on the computer keypunch forms. ,The answers to

the "why" questions wereA,pritten verbatim on separate

slips of paper. When all transcription was complete,

the answers to the "why" questionswere examined group

by group and assigned to common categories. The cate-

gories were not determined until the patterns of response

had been examined. Upon categorlzation, these too were

assigned a code numb'er which was recorded in the column

on the computer keypunch forms. A complete listing of

the numbers and kinds of responses assigned to each

category for each question appears in the Appendix.

StatistiCal Analysis

At the advice of Mr. Tom Moberg, a statistical

consultant at the University of Iowa, the Statistical

Package lor the Social Sciences (SPSS) Computer Program

was used. Computation services through both the Univer-

sity of Iowa and the University of Northern Iowa were

available to the investigator through a Faculty Research

Grant from the University of Northern Iowa. Mr. Ken Cox

was the systems analyst at the University of'Northern
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Iowa who wrota the specific program instructions. Mr.

Moberg provided further assistance for computer program-.

ming and the analysis, of data.

The MS program yielded frequency distributions

and percentages in addition to cross tabulations with

Chi-squape. Cross tabulations for all of tba variables

were nade as follows: grade by variable, sex by variable,

and race by variable.

The .05 level of'significance was used for inter-

pretation of Chi-square in the cross tabulations. In order

to provide further i.nforMation for the reader, Chi-square

values whichwere of a higher level of significance were

reported as well.
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ANALYSIS OF DATA

Introduction

Each question will bB discussed separately within

the respective categories of acceptability and expectaSons
)and their subgroups in terms of significance and possible

sources of significance within the tables. The "whY"

questions will be treated in the same manner as the

original questions. For purposes of analysis, three

major categories will be used for the "why" questions:

no gender association, unqualified gender association,

and qualified gender association.

The category "no gender association" means that

in the rationale given by the child for the original

answer, no reference was made:to a specific gender.

Examples of the kinds of responses in this category were,

"Both boys and girls are good at running," and, "It would

depend on who had practiced more; either one might."

The category "unqualified gender association!'

includes responses made on the basis of an assumption

that somettling is universally or generally characteristic

of one specific gender. Examples wBre, "Boy&donit jump

rope,' and, "Only girls are cheerleaders,"ior even more

simply, "Hots a boy."

67
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The category "qualified gender association" refers
to a particular quality associated with one gender or the
other. For most of the questions, the qualified gender

associations were based on ability, "Boys are stronger

than girls," or, "Girls know how to do that better tha4
boys." There were a few instances of qualified gender

associations based'on financial need, acceptance by other

children, fairness, activity value, lack of opportunIty,

and atypical achievement.

A complete listing of the responses and their

frequency within each category for each question appears
in the Appendix.

Although the tables indicate response percentages
for the racial group classified "Other" (Oriental, Spanish-
American, and Indian), this group will be ignored in the

discussigeof.resultd since the number o'f subjects:was so

small (five).

As the -Chi-square values for coMparisons by race

are evaluated, the reader should keep in mind the fact

that the Blacks constituted only 19 per cent of the popu-
lation. Consequently, it will be noted that the Rercen-

tages for tlie Whites often closely parallel those for the
total group. A further result of the lesser numfts of

Blacks was snmll numbers of responses in some cells of

the 'Chi-square tables which may have affected the validity
nf some (f the Chi-square valueL.
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cciceptabiliy

Kihds,of Activities

Suestions: Who Would Like Rollerskates? Why?

(See T bXe- III.) The total group favored the girl to

receive 14ollerskatles. The reasons for response were

predominantly based on unqualified gender associations.

There were significant Chi-square values for the

responses to this question for comparisons by grade and

by sex. No significant Chi-square values were found for

the reasons for these responses. The Chi-squarq, valuon*

Apr comparisons by race were not significant.

Hollerskates were associated increasingly by grde

w_th the girl, frpm 53 per cent at the kindergarten lgvel

to 80 per cent by the sixth grade. The percentages for

the boy decreased by grade, and at ke same time, the -

percentages of responses favoring both boys and girls'

genepally increased by-grade, although in small intervals.

The reas s'Nfor the ,responses were based primarily on unr

qualified gendér assoCiations at all grade levels.

Childrerr in kindergarten through grade four made more

gender* ability associations than the children 1C,Y.her

grade levels. Mope males indicated a boy would like

rollevskates than females did (25 per cent versus 16 per

cent). Pemales, on the other hand, responded th both

boys and girls would like rollerskates in greater per-

centage than did the males. Both sexes had similar h.Lgh

6 9



TABLE III

Who Would Like Rollerskates? Why?

Boi Girl Both No
Gender
Assoc.

lingual. qual.
Gender G:ender:
Assoc. Ability

Zisc.
Don,t
Know

Grade--K/ 45 53 3 3 65 15 13 5I --' 34 61 5 5 73 10 5 72 30 63 8 8 63 20 3 83 17 70 . 13 11 66 17 2 44 13 72 15 15 75 6 2 25 10 75 16 16 75 4 2 4 ,6 5 80 14 . 13 79 0 4x2=38.43 12 df sig. .00** x2=34.6- 24 df sig. .07
SexMale 25 67 8 8 75 10 4 4Female 16 70 14 13 68 10

Li- 6x2=6.68 2 df sig. .04* x2=2.92 4 df sig. .57
--)

Race--Black 27 62 12
White 19 71 11
Other 40 40 20

x2=4.11 4 df sig. .39
.

Total Group 21 69

12 62 18 2 710
714- 8 4 40 60 0 20 20

x2=14.7: 5 df sig. .07

11 10 71 10 5 5

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level

70
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percentages indicating that the girl should receive the

rollerskates.

guestions: Who Would Like a Football? Why?

(See Table IV.) The total grchip strongly favored the boy

for the football (96 per cent), and their reasons were

based primarily on-tglqualified gender associations (90 per

gent).

Comparisons of the r-sponses and reasons for re-

sponses by grade yielded the only significant Chi-square
r' #

values for this question.

l
The footbail was strongly associa ed with the boy

across all grade levels. The largest p a centage of re-
,

4

sponses for the girl came from the kindergarten children

(10 per cent), and only second and fifth graders mentioned

the girl again, both in decreasing percentages. It was not

until the fifth and sixth grades that the alternative of

"both" was selected, and then in very small percentages.

The reasons for the responses were largely on the basiti

of unqualified gender associations vtross all grade levels.

The only other category mentioned with some frequency was

that of qualified gender associations based on ability,

and this was in the second grade (15 per cent).

Questions: Who Would Like a Bicycle? Why?

(See Table V.) The total group favored both the boy and

girl receiv-ing a bicycle, making no gender associations in

their reasons for response a majority of the time.



TABLE IV

Who Would Like a Football? Why?

Boy 0' Both

stz

No
Gender
Assoc.

Unqual. Qual. Misc.
Gender Gender:
Assoc. Ability

ae

Don't
Know

Grade--K
1

2

3

90
100
95

100

10

5

10D 0 o
94 2 4

6 95 0 5
x2=27.71 12 df' sig. .01**

0
0

0
0

4
5 88 5 2

x2=38.54 21+ df sig. .03*

85 5 5
98 2 0
83 15 3
98 2 0
92 4 4
88 6 2

5

a

Sex7.-Male 98 2 0 0 91 7 2 0Female 95 2 3 3 ,89 4 2 1x2=5.03 2 df sig. .08 xa=7.91 _ df sig. .10

Race--Black 92 7 2 2 88 2 7 .2White 97 1 2 2 90 7 1 0Other 100 0 . 0 -ft. 0 100 o 0 0x2= 7.13 L. df sig. .13 x2=10.91, 5 df sig. .21

Total Group 96 2 2 2 90 6 2 1

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level



TABLE V

Who Would Like a Bicycle? 'Why?

Boy Girl Both No Unqual. Qual. Misc. I
Gender Gender Gender: Don't
Assoc. '- Assoc. Ability Kr

% % % %

Grade--K 28 45 28
1 29 42 34
2 15 30 55
3 15 15 70
4 13 19 68
5 10 12 78
6 13 11 77
x2=47.82 12 df sig. .00**

23 ' 43
34 49
55 38
70 26
68 23
76 20 t
77 18

x2=70,47

10
10
3
o

4
'0
2

df sig.

15 10
5 2
0 5
4 0
4 0
2 2
2 2

.00**

Sex-44ale 18 22 , 60 59 31 2
14. 4Female 15 25 61 60 28 6 5 2x2=.66 2 df sig. .72 x2=4.35 4 df sig. .36

Race--Black 15
White 17
Other 0

33 52
21 62
4C 60

x2=5.71 4 df sig. .22

Total Group 16 23 60

50 30 3
62 29 4
60 40 0

7 10
4 1

'0 0
xe=16.17 8 df sig. .04*

59 30 4 4

*Signiiic nt at .Q5 le7el
**Signific t at .01 level

7 3
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There were significant Chi-square values for both

the responses and the reasons for the responses for com-
,

parisons by grade,-and for the reasons for responses for

comparisons by race. Comparisons by sex yielded no

significant Chi-square values for this question.

Children in kindergarten and first grade selected

the girl to receive the bicycle most frequently, but the

most frequent Selection changed to the response "both" at

the-oecond grade and generally increaaed in that category

thereafter. 11110)reasons given most frequently by the

children in kindergarten and first grade were based on

unqualified gender associations. Children from the

second grade on gave reasons which were in the no gender

association cegory more than 55 per Lent of the time.
a

When the races were compared in their reasons Tor

responses to the-bicycle question, the primary difference

-was in the frequency of response6 in the no gender associ-

ation category. Whites had a larger percentage of tAeir

responses in this category than did the Blacks. The

Blacks, however, had larkna percentagea in the miscel-

laneous and "I don't know" categories.

Questions: Who Would Like Golf Clubs? Wlv?

(See Table VI.) The .total group strongly favored the boy

to receive golf clubs for reasons based primarily on

unquallfied gender associations.



TABLE VI
411'

Who Would Like Golf Clubs? Why?

Boy Girl Both Don't
Know

No
Gender
Assoc.

Unqual.
Gender
Assoc.

.

4.00ro-

Gender:
Ability

Misc.
Don't
Know

A

Grade--K
1

2

3
L.

5
6

73 18
83 2
90 3
75 2
81 0
59 2
77 2

x2=48.31 18

1 0 0 10, 63
12 2 12 68

0 8 83
19 L. 15 68
19 0 19 70
37 2 37 59
21 0 2 0 68

df sig.

Sex--Male 82 3 '15
Female 71 . 5 23

x2=5.68 3 'cif 'sig.

Race--Bladk 75 10 12
White 77 2 20
Other 60 0 40

x2=13.74 6

Total Group 76 L.

.00** x2=42.47 24'df

1

2
.13

43. -

15
21

74
62

x2=5.46

3
1

0
df sig. .03*

19 -

12
19
40

1 8

72

60
x2=10.57

68

7

5
9
6
0

5
sig.

4
7 .

4 df sig.

.2

7
0

8 df sig.

6

15 5
7 5
0 5
2 6

.2 2
*d 4
2 5

.01**

3 4
6

.24

8 7

0 0
.23

4 5

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level
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The Chi-square values for the responses and reasons

for responses when compared by grade were significant.

Comparisons by sex yielded no significant Chi-square

values, but the Chi-square value for the responses when

compared by race was significant.

Golf clubs were associated predominantly with a

boy at every grade level, but there were somt variations

from grade to grade that did not follow any pattern. The

percentage of responses favoring the boy increased from

kindergarLen to the second grade, where it WIts a high oV

90 per cent. It dropped back almost to the kindergarten

level at the third grade, rose again in fourth grade, but

dropped sharply in fifth grade to a low of 59 per cent.

The sixth grade represented another rise in percentage

for the boy, to a level slightly above that in kinder-

garten. The sharp drop in fifth.grade was accompanied

by a large increase in the responses favoring both boys

and girls. The percentages for the girl generally

decreased from kindergarten on, while those for "both"

generally increased. The reasons for responses were

largely based on unqualified gender associations. There

was no apparent reason for the marked change at Lhe fifth

grade level.

Although the Blacks and Whites both responded in

favor of the boy in similar percentages, the Blacks dif-

fered from the Whites in their second most frequen.
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response: More Blacks stated that a girl wguld like golf

clubs than did the Whites. Whites, on the other hand,

were more likely to respond that both boys and girls

might like golf clubs:

Questions: Who Would Like a Basketball? Why?

(See Table VII.) .The total.group favored the boy to

receive a basketball for reasons based largely on unquali-

fied gender associations.

The responses and reasons for responses yielded

significant *-square valuts when comparisons were made

by grade. The Chi-square values for comparisons' by sex

were not significant, but there was a significant Chi-

square value for the responses when compared by race.

A basketball was seen as most desired by a boy

and secondly by both boys and girls in'every grade level

except kindergarten, where the second largest percentage

of 'response went to the girl. No children in grades three,

four, five, or six selected the girl, however. This was

somewhat unusual since the school was participating in

its.first season of girls' interscholastic basketball at

the time of interviewing. The percentage for "both"

generally increased by grade, but reached a high of only

,17 per cent at the sixth grade.

The reasons for responses largely reflected unquali-

fied gondep nsouclations at all grade levels. The percen-

[,46e8 did decline from kindergarten through fourth grnde



TABLE VII

Who Would Like a Basketball? Why?

Boy Girl Both No Unqual. Qual. Misc.
Gender Gender Gender:
Assoc. Assoc. Ability

Don't
Know

Grade--K 68 25 8
1 88 2 10
2 75 0 25
3 79 0 21
4 68 6 26
5 80 0 20
6 73 0 27
x2=58.10 12 df sig. .0Q!*

8 73
10 73
25 70
21 66
28 64
18 75
27 68

x2=41.71

5
15
,5

11

6
6

24 df
4
sig.

13
0
0
2
2
0 2
0 2

.01**

3
2

Sex--Male 77 L. 19 19 72 6 1 2Female 74 5 21 21 67 5

9 3x2=0.142 2 df sig. .81 x2=3.58 L. df sig. .47

Race--Black 87 2 .12 12 78 7 3 0t White 74 L. 22 22 67 7 2 2
%

Other 40 40 20 20 80 O. . o ox2=20.02 L. df sig. .00** x2=5.39 8,df sig. .72

Total Group 76' 4 20 20 70 7 2 1

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level

78
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before rising in fifth grade and declining again in siXth

grade. The pattern of responses in the no gender associ-

ation category generally countered that of the unqualified

gender association, i it rose when the unqualified

gender association percentage dropped. The only exception

was at the third grade where the gender associations based

on ability showed an increase.

The Blacks selected the boy to receive a basket-

_ ball in 'even greater percentage than the Whites (87 per

cent versus 74 per cent). Whites, on the other hand, had

more responses favoring both boys and girls (22 per cent

versus 12 per cent).

Questions: Who Would Like a Jump Rope? Why?

(See Table VIII.) The total group favored the girl to

rieceive a jump rope for reasons which primarily reflected

unqualified gender associations.

Significant Chi-square values were found for com-

parisons of both responses and reasons for responses by

grade and by race and for the responses when conpared by

sex.

All grade levels stronglr favored the girl,

although there was considerable fluctuation by grade

level. The lowest percentage favoring the girl was in

kindergarten (80 per cent) and the highest in second

grade (100 per cent). The kindergarten childrrfl. picked

the Doy the most or, sny grade level. No children in



TABLE VIII

Who Would Like a Jump Rope? Why?

B y Girl Both No
Gender
Assoc.

lingual. Qual. Misc. I
Gender Gender: Donit
Assoc. Ability Know

Grade- 10 So
2 93
0 100

3 0 98
4 ,

o 98 2
5 ' 0 94 6
6 2 91 7
x2=24.44 12 df sig. .01**

1 0
5
0
2

8 70 10
5 78 10
0 80 18 0 32 87 11 0 o
2 87 6 L. o
6 914. 0 o o
7 91 2 0 o

x2=41.51 24 df sig. .02*

2
5
5

Sex--Male
. 4 91 6 5 83 8 i 3Female 0 96 L. L. 87 7 2 0x2=7.24 2 df sig. 03* x2=3.25 4 df sig. .52

RaceBlack 2 93 5
White\ 2 94 L.

Other 0 60 40
x2=14.47 4 df sig. .01**

Total Group \2 94 5

3 87 7 3 .0
L. 85 8 2 2

40 60 0 0 0
x2=17.91 8 df sig. .02*

85 8 2 2

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level

80
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grades two, three, four, or five selected a boy. ,The

highest percentage for "both" was'in kindergarten (10 per

cent); that percentage declined to .01e fourth ,grade,s4hen

it began rising againkto the sixth grade (7.per cent).

The reasons for responses were primarily based on univali-

fied gender associations. Children in kindergarten through

the third grade made,a gender ability association.in greater

percentages than the other grade levels.

The sex differences were .seen largely in the

females.selecting the girl in larger percentages than the

males. Four per cent of the males chose the boy to receive

the jump rope; no females chose the boy. The males also

selected "both" slightly more than the females.

Although the tables for both the responses mad

reasons for responses for the jump rope questiw., showed

significant Chi-square values for comparisons by race,

there were no observablg differences on the tables. The

influence of the responses by the "Other" group may ha7e

bezien a factor in the significance of the Chi-square values.

Questions: All RiAht for a Boy to Be a Cheer-

leader? Why? (See Table IX.) The total, group did not

approve of a boy being a cheerleader, primarily for reasons

based on unqualified gender associations.

Significant Chi-square values were obtained for

both the responses and reasons.for responses in compax.isons

8 1
r



TABLE IX

All Right for Boy to Be a Cheerleader? Why?

No Yes Na Unqual.
Gender Gender
Assoc. Assoc.

Qual.
Gender:
Ability

4 %
N.

Misc.
Don't
Know

Grade--K
1

2
3
4
5
6

60
81
73
75
62
67
45

x2=18.07 6 df

14.0

20
28
26
38
33
55
sig.

20
7

20
. 23

34
31
54

.01**

50
78
73
70
64
63

10 8 13
5 - . . . 2 7
3 3 3
4
0

2
2

0
0

2 2
5 2 0

x =60.47 24 df sig. .008!*

Sex--Male 60 40 34 56 2 4 4Female 70 31 23 68 5 1 2x2=2.71 1 df sig. .01** x2=9.98 4 df sig. .04*

RaceBlack 67 33 22
White 65 35 30
Other 60 40 40

x2=.15 2 df sig. .93

Tatal Group 65 35

62 7 3 763 3 a 2
40 0 20
x2=13.96 8 dr sig. .08

29 62 3 3 3

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level
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by grade.and by sex. There were no.signifIcant Chi-square

values for comparisons bt, race.

The children in grades one,,two, ahd three were the

least favekable toward a bp1 being a cheerleader. Only at

the sixth grade did a majority (55 per cent), of the chil-

dren indicate approval. ThO reacpning at :all grade levels,

except the sixth, was based primarily'on unqualified gender

Eissockati-Ons. Sixth graders' reasons,were predomlnantly

in the no gender aasocia.tixm catjagory... The kindergarten.

chilAren had the smallest perc,tage of any igrade,in the
A_

Un4ualified:gender aaaociation category due to a spread
:

of responses in the categories for gender ability, miscel-

laneous, and "I don't know" responses.

The differences by sex were reflected by a larger

percentage of "no" responsr6sicoming frow -dle females.than

tile males (70 er cent ver n3us 6CiPpei- ceL). The majority)1._\

.."...--i'of the reasons for the re4tonses given to,y b h sexes w-owe.

in the unqualified gender association category.r. The
-------'

,

females had a higher percentage in this categorl- thian th4 MYA°Shl

males,who had mors6: responses
,
in the no gender associ3tion

.

category thail tho.females.

re

leader? Why?See`Table X.) The total group almost
A \

unanimously (98-)per cent) approved of a girl being.a

\bhee'rleader for rasons largely based on unqualified

genden associ_ ions.

8 3



TABLE X

All Right for Girl to Be a Cheerleader? Why?

Ye's Don't No . lingual. Qual. Misc. I
Know , Gender Gender Gender: Don't

Assoc. Assoc. Ability Knowe e e

Grade--K 5 95
1 2 98

f 2 o 93
.,

3 2 98 0
4 o 1 oc 0
5 o 1 op o
6 0 100 0

x?=14.87 12 df sig.

Sex--Male 3 98 0
Female 0 99 1 p

x2=5.15

Aace--Black 2
White 1

Other 0

2 df sig. .08

97 2
99 0

100 0
x2=4.55 L. df sig. -34

Total Group 1 98 0

8

5 5
o 88
2 75
o 98
8 80
4 80

8 23
7 5
3 8

17 6
o 2
2 6
9 7

8

5
3
0
o

4
o

x2=51.38 24 df sig. .00**

5 .81 4 8 3
3 78 9 8 2

2c=4.58 4 df sig- .33

3 72 12 8
4 81 6 7
o 80 o

20x2=6.94 8 df sig . .54

79 7 8

5
2

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level

8 i



The only significant Chi-square value for this

question was _for the reasons for responses when compared

by grade.

Although all grades had more than 50 per cent of

their reasons in the unqualified gender association cate-

gory, kindergarten children gave a sizable number of mis-

cellaneous reasons (23 per cent). Third graders mentioned

R.gender ass'oeiatiOn based on ability in 17 pe cent. of

thuir responses. The fourth graders had the highest,

piicenLage (98 per cetiyer7 y,grade in the unqualified

gendtr assobiation category.

questions: All Right for a Boy to'Play Piano

Instead of Football? Why? (See Table XI.) The total

group reacted favorab4y-to a decisi9)by a boy to play

piano instead of,football. Reasons for response were

largely in thel'no gender assoation category, but there

was also a considerable percentage of the responseb based

on Che value pf the activity, not relatad to gender, i.e.

some chi,ldren made a judgment that football was a more

imrportant, activity because'of its exerc4e value

others dedmed piano more important because of long range

or carry-over ;values.

There were no significant Chi-square values for

the responses or ...easons for responses for any of the

comparisons by grade, sex, or race.

85Cr
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-.TABLE XI

All Right for Boy tp Play-Piano instead of Football? Why?

No Yes Don't
Know

No
Gender
Assoc.

Unqual
Gender

Gender
Free Act.
Value

Gender Misc. I
Free Don't

Spec. R3j. Know

Grade--K 48
1 34
2 33
3 34
4 32
5 26
6 25

53
66
68
614.

71

75

0
0
2

4
0

33
39
43
38
49
45
14-8

20
20
15
4
2
14
9

x2=14.29 12 df sig. .28

Sex--Male 37 61 1 37 12
Fenale 27 72 1 48 11

x2=4.16 2 df sig. .13

Race--Black 38 62 0 35 10
White 32 67 1 12

.1(-1..)Othor 0 100 0 0
x2=4.17 14. df sig. .38

Tootal Group 32 67
14-3 12

13 13
20 7
30 0

34 13,

36 6
28 4 4
32 7 4

xc=40.57 30 df sig. .09

34 7 6 4
23 7 6 6

10
7
8
6
2

x2=6.61 5 df sig. .25

33 8 8

20 0. 0

27 7 5

x=6.00 10 df sig. .82

13
7
5

6
0

28 7 6

5
5

-5'

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01-1evel

a
86
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Questions: All Right for a Girl'to.Quit Guitar

for Softball? Why? (See Table XII.) The total group was

almost evenly divided on this question, with 50 per cent

voicing approval, 49 per cent'disapproval, and 1 per cent

saying they did not znow.

Significant Chi-square values were found for the

responses and reasons for respo,nspos when compared by grade

and for the responses when cornered by sex.

A majority of the eh !

second, and fourth grades expr.

1 in kindergarten, first,

od disapproval of a girl
417

quitting guitar to play softball. The remainder of the

grades indicated approval. Strongest approval came from

the sixth grade (68 per cent) followed by the fifth grade

(61 per cent). Fourth graders 'voiced the strongest dis-

approval (66 per cent) and primarily based their decision

on a gender-free judgment related to the values of the

activities. Children in kindergarten, second, and third

grade al90 had this as their Sttegory of most frequent

response. First graders tended to make unqualified gender

rejectons.

I Kw

The responses by the males and females foi, this

riuestion wereeractiCally reversed, with a slight majority

of the males indicating disapdroval and a slight majoritry-_____

of the'females indicating.approvals."--



TABLE XII

All Right for Girl to Quit Guitar for Softball? Why?

No Yes Don't
Know

No
---617inder Gender

Assoe. Rej.
%

Gender
Free Act.
Value

Gender
Free

Spec. Rej.

Misc.
Don't
Know

Grade--K 58
1 61
2 53
3 45
4 66
5 39
6 32
x2=26.93

43 0 ,

37 dr 2
48 0
51 4
34 0
61 0
68 0

12 df sig. .01**

sexmale 55 45
Female 44 54
x2=6.33 2 df sig. .04*

Race--Black 63 35 2
White 47 53 1

Other 20 80 0
x2=8.02 4 df sig. .09

Total Group 49 50 1

18 20
20- 37
25 18
26 11
21 9
51 16
57 7

25
. 8

15 2
43 3
34 13
55 11
214. 2
30

x2=95.83-30 df
2

sig.

28 17 39
37 15 26

x2=9.99 5 df

17 37
16 31

60 0 40
x---,5.20 10 df

33 1 6 32

10
17
10
9
4
2
2

.00**

6 5
6

\ 9
sig. .08

5 8
6 7
0 0

sig. .88

6 7 7

20
10
3
9
0
6
2

5
8

8

0

'*Significant at .05 l el
**Significant at .01 le el
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Mixed versus Separate Teams

,--Questions: All Rizht for a Girl to Play on a Boys'

Softball Team? Why? (See Table XIII.) A majority of the

total group approved of the girl playing on a boys' soft-
,A

ball team. The no gender association category received

the highest percentage of reasons for response (31 per

cent). A sizable percentage (26 per cent), however', based

their decision on an unqualified gender rejection, i.e.

ooftball is for boys only or girls don't play softball.

The other category mentioned in reasons for approval was

that bf a qualified acceptance based on ability, meaning

that the girl could play.if she were good enough.

Chi-sQuare values were significant for responses

and reasons inr responses- when compared by grade and for

reasons for tbesponses when comparedby race. eNo

slare values were significant in comparisons by sex.

Kinde'rgarten children were equally divided on the

question. A majority of the first graders was opposfd to

permitting the girl to play, but eve:ry other grade was

favorable with 60 or more per cent? The reasons mentioned
Pat

most by kindergarten and first grade childreft were based

on unqu'alifi,ed gpncler rejections.
, Second, third", fifth,

A

and sixth graders primarily gav,a reasons that *ere in ;he

no gender associatiori category. Fou;th graders, however,

moat frequently made a qualified acceptanee of the girl,
)

8 9



TABLE XIII

All Right for Girl to Play on Boys! Softball Team? Why?

No Yes Don't
Know

c

No Qual. Qual. :Travel. Gender Misc.Gender Accept.: Accept.: Gender Rej.:Assoc. Others Ability .7:el. Ability
Don't
Know

Grade--K 50
1 59
2 33
3 34

30
35

6 26
x2=21.1,2

S0
k;

66
70
63
75

12 df

0
0
0
0
0
2
0

sig. .05*

26
24

36
21
31
35

0
0
8
9
9
10
11

3
2
5
17
34
20
31

x2=66.73

43
32
13
25
26
26
li,

36 df sig.

5
20
10
4
2
8
2

.00**

5
10
10
4
4
2
6

Sex--Mnie 38 61 1 26 1 7 21 26 6 6Fernle 36 64 0 35 7 13 26 8 6x2z1.26 2 df sig. .53 x4=6.11 t df sig. .41
Race--Black 28 72 0' 45 3 12 18 5 7White 40 60 0 27 7 18 28 7 5pther 20 80 0 20 20 20 0 0 140x2=3.55 4 df sig. .47 x2=;24.66 '2 dr sig.

p
.02*

Total Ovoup 37 63 0, 31 7 17 26 7 6

18
12
18
2
4
4
0

9
6

10
7
0

, 8

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant fa .01 level

9 0



dependent on her ability. A sizable number of sixth graders

gave reasons in this category also.

The Blscks had a larger percentage of their re-

sponses in the no gender assooiation category than did the

Whites (45 per cent versus 27 per cent). Whites had 28

per cent of their reasons based on unqualified.gender

rejections.

uestions: Who Would You Choose for Your Basket-

ball Team? Why? (See Table XIV.) A majority (67 per

cc:n40 of the total group indicated that they would choose

both boys and girls to play on their basketball team.

Their reasons for response were primarily in the no gender

association category (37 per cent) and the qualified gender

association category based on fairness (21 per cent), i.e.

statiug that members of both sexes should be on tne.team

to make the teams be more fair.

The reasons for response whRn compared by grade

yielded a ,significant'Chi-square va/u Both he respcnses

and reasons for re,nses yielded slguif cant Chi-square

values when comparisons were made by sex. There were no

qignificant Chi-square values for comparisons by race.

A majority of the children at every grade level

stated that they would choose both boys and girls for

Lheir basketball team; this did not result in a significant

Chi-square value. Kindergarten children made the most un-

qualified, gender assoe.ations of any grade. The largest

91



TABLE XIV

Who Would YOu Choose for Your Basketball Team? Why?

Boys Girls Buth No
Gender
Assoc.

Unqual.
Gender
Assoc.

Qual.
Gender:
Ability

Qual. Misc.
Gender: Don't
Fairness Know

Grade--K 35 15
1 22 10
2 20 8
3 21 9
4
5

28
26

0
6

6 36 0
x2=19.25

50
68
73

23
39
45

70 32
72 38
69 41
64 41

12 df sig. .08

Sex--Male 49 0 51 32
FetiaLe 6 12' 82 42

x=88.71 2 df sig. .00**

RaceBlack 25 12 63
White 27 5 68
Other, 40 60

xa=4.32 4 df sig.

Total Group 27 6 67

30 13
24 12
.13 15
11 21
15 17
18 114.

30
x =53.84 30 df sig. .01**

.10 lo
17
18 3

6
28
23

2
24 2
23 0

21 29 13 2
11 8 28 4
x2=37.85 5 df sig. .m**

37 13 22 17
38 16 17 21
20 20 20 40

.37 x2=4.36 10 df sig. .93

37 16 18 21

5
3

15
7
8
6

2
0

3

7

3 5

*Significant at -05 level
**Significant at .01 level



percentage of reasons by the ottwrgrade levels was in the

category of no gender association. It should be noted,

, however, that none of these represents a majority. The

majority of the students in every grade except the second

made some kind of gender association in their reasons for

.response. The second graders were everly divided in

reasons from the no gender association and combined gender

association categories. Ns

814.

Males were nearly split between choosing all.boys

(49 Per ceut) and choosing both boys and girls (51 per

cent). Females, on the other hand; overwhelmingly (e2

per cent) said they would choose both boys and

Females did choose all boys 6 per cent of the time, but

no male chose all girls. Males were divided in their

reasons for responses between the no gender association

category (32 per cent) and the category of qualified

gender associations based on ability (29 per cent). They

also had a number of unqualified gender associations (21

per cent). Females largely gave reasons characteristic

of the no gender association category (42 per cent) fll-

lowed by qualified gender associations based,on fairness

(28 per cent).

Question: Do Both Bo s and Girls Pla with You?

(See Table XV.) A majority of the total group indicated

that both boys and girls played together-when they were

with their friends.

9 3



TABLE XV

Do Both Boys and Girls Play with You?

No Yes

Grade--K
1

2
3.
4
5
6

8
17
24
24
11

x2=8.40 6 df

76
93
83
76
77
89

sig. .21

Sex--Male 22 78
Female 14 86

xe=.=2.98 1 df sig. .08

Race--Black 5 95
White 22 79
Other 0 100

x2=10.04 2 df sig. .01**

Total Group 18 82

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level
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The only significant Chi-square value for this

question uas in comparison of response by race.

More Whites than Blacks (22 per cent versus 5 per

cent) indicated that they did not.play with members of\the

opposite sex when they were with their friends.

question: Name a Game'Boys and Girls Can Play

Together; (See Table XVI.) The most popular games

mentipned by the total group mere in the categories of

oir non-contact sports (43 per cerrlind chasing games (2

per c'ent).

There was aiignificant Chi-square value for

comparison of responses by grade, but not by sex or race.

Passive games and rhythmic activities were selected

only by kindergarten, first, and second grade children.

Chasing games were named across all grade levels but were

concentrated in grades one through four. A majority of

the 4iildren in grades three through six named a non-

contat sport.

questions: Name a Game Boys and Girls Should Not

Pla ether. Wh (See Tables XVII and XVIII.) Me

games indicated by the total group as inappropriate for

joint participation were primarily contact sports (33 per

cenH Twenty-nine per cant of the group did sayihowever,

that 'llere were no games boys and girls should ndt play

together. The principal reason given was based/on a

qualified gender association related to abilit3/. (37 ier

9 5



TABLE XVI

Games Boys and Girls Can Play Together

ia.ssive
Games

Chasing Rhythrldc .Lead-Up Non- Contact Misc.Games Act. Games Contact Sports

3rade--K \ 20 23
1 ,22 46
2 kvl 3

1
""---- I43

3 0 30
4 C 28
5 0 14
6 0 20

'20
5
3
2

0

x2=150.11

3 23
2 17
8 28
9 55
9 52

29 53
16 63
42 df sig. .00-:81-

Don't
Know

.

8 3 3
5 2 0
3 5 0
4 o 0
2 9
2 2

Sex--Male 7 3 12 44 2Female 28 4 , 11 43 4
xc-=2.89 7 df sig. .90

Race--Black 10 28 0 8 43White, 6 28 4 12 44Otbef, \ 0 40 20 20 20
x2=14.64, 14 df (sig. 40

Total )ou 7 28 4 12 43

*Significant at .0 level
**Significant at .01 evel

JiG

3
3

3
3

5
3

.14

2



TABLE XVII

Games Boys and Girls Should Not Play T gether

Passive Chasing Rhythmic Lead-Up Non- Contact Misd. None Don't
Games Games Act. Games C,-;ntact Sports Know

% % % %

Grade--K 15
1 5
2 10
3 6

4 7
5 6
6 2

Sex--Male 4
Fer*le 10

Race--Black 8
White 6

Other 20

Total Group 7

5
5
5

3.

2
13

0
0
o

0 11 0
0 9 2
o 8 2
0 5 0,

x-=71.35

2 3 0
2 12 1

x2=30.74

2 8 0
2 7 1

0 0 0
x2=6.56

2 7 1

48 df

8 df

16 df

25
12
13
17
11

18
13

15
17
20
38
39
41

48

8

0
8

6

9

4
7

30
54
30
21

214.

22
25

0
5
3
o
0
0
0

sig. .02*

13 41 lo 28 1

18 25 3 29 1

sig. .2:**

13 33 7 27 2
16 33 6 29 1

0 20 p 60 0
sig. 08

15 33 6 29 1

*Significant at .05 level
"Siznificant at .01 level



TABLE XVIII

Rationale for Games Not Played Together

No
Gender
Assoc.

Grade--K 28
1 55
2 30
3 21

4 24
5 22
6 25

\

Sex--Male 28
Female 29

Race--Black 27
White 28
Other 60

Total Group 29

Lingual.
Gender
Assoc.

Qual.
Gender:
Ability

Misc.
Don't
Know

/0

44 26 o
25 13 3
28 30 3
30 47 2
30 44 2
43 31 2

14 61 0
x2=64.34 30 df sig. .oc**

x2=11.14

36
29
20

x2=4.07

45
30

5 df

34
30
2 0

10 df

3

10

1

3

2
3

sig. .05*

2 2
2 3
0

sig. .94

30 37 2 3

89

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level
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cent). The reasuns of 29 per cent of the group were in

the no gender association category.

Significant Chi-square values were found for the

game named and reasons for naming whfin comparisons were

made by grade and by sex but not by race.

A majority of tha first graders indicated that

there were no games that could not be played together,

the only grade to have a majority response in this cate-

gory. Contact sports were named with increasing frequency

from kindergarten (15 per cent) through the sixth grel,de

(48 per cent). The reasons for 14esponses by children ih

kindergarten most frequently reflected unqualified gender

associations. seasons given by second graders were divided

among three categories: no gender association (30 per

cent), quFlified gender association based on ability (30

-"per cent), and unqualified gender association (28 per

cent). Children in third, fourLh, and sixth grades
/1

primarily based their decisions on qualified gendee

associations related to abili. Fifth graders most

frequently made unqualified gender associations in their

reasons.

Males most frequently named a contact sport (41

per cent), and secondly said there were" no inappropriate

games for both sexes (28 per cent) . Females most frequently

said there were no inappropriate games (29 per cent), fol-

lowed by contact sports (25 per cent) and non-contact

99
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sports (18 per cent) . Males tended to base most of their

decisions on qualified gender associations related to

ubility (45 per cent). The category of unqualified gender

associations contained the largest pericentage of reasons

given by females (36 per cent). Females were more divided

in thetr opinions, having 30 per cent of their reasons-it'

each of the no gender associ ion and qualified gender

association based on ability catugories.

Expectations
4:1

Ability and Success

Questions: Who Would Win at Tennis? Why? (See

Table XIX.) ',A majority of the total group ilndicated that

the boy would win.in a tennis match against a girl.

Reasoning was most commonly based on qualified gender

associations related to ability (37 per cent) and unquali-

fied gender associations (29 per cent).

Significant Chi-square values for the responses

and reasons for responses were obtained when comparisons

were made by grade and by race. No significant Chi-square

values were found for comparisons by sex.

A majority of the children at e-ery grade lefel

indicated that the boy would win at tennis. The percentage

wha said that either the boy or the girl might win gener-

ally increased by grade from kindergarten on. The percen-

tages favoring the boy were highest in the first (78 per



TABLE XIX

Who Would Win at Tennis? Why?

Boy Girl Either No Unqual. Qual. Misc. I
Gender Gender Gender: Don't
Assoc. Assoc. Ability inow

Grade--K 65 35 0 0 28
1 78 20 2 2 34
2 68 25 8 8 30
3 79 15 6 6 36
4
5
6

55
61

63

23
20
11

21
20
27

21
20
30

30
20
27

.2=34.77 12 df sig. .00** x2=54.22

Sex--Male 67 20 14 14 )zs.

Female o7 21 12 13 20
,x2=.30 2 df sig. .86 x2=.92

RaceBlack 73 22
White 65 20
Other 40 60

x2=9.51 4 df

5
15
0

sig. .0

Total Group 67 21 13

5
16
20

32
29
0

33 18 23
39 7 17
38 3 23
38 11 9
38 6 4
39 4 18
36 4 4

24 df sig. .00**

39 8 11
36 7 15

4 df sig. .92

40 5 18
37 : 7 12

40 40 0,
x-=15.97 8 df sig. .04*

37 7
113

*Significant a .05 level
**Signincant at .01 level

1:'
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cent) and third (79 per cent) grades aria lowest in tha

fourth grade (55 per cent). Kindergarten children had

the highest percentage for the girl (35 P er cent) and

sixth grade the lowest (11 per cent) with several

fluctuations in between. The category of qualified

gender associations based on ability consistently received

the highest percentage of reasons, but in no grade did this

constitute a majority. Unqualified gender associations

were made frequently by children in kinciergarten through

the fourth grade. The remaining percentages fop the fifth

and sixth graders were divided between the unqualified

gender association and no gender association categories.

The Blacks picked the boy to win in even greater

percentages than the Whites (73 pter cent versus 65 per

cent), but they also picked the girt to wia in greater

percentages than the Whites (22 per cent versus 20 per

cent). The Blacks, however, were less incliaed to say

that either might have a chance to win. Reasons for

responses by the Blacks were predominantly based on

qualified gender associations related to ability (40 per

cent) and unqualified gender associations (32 per cent).

The "I don't know" category contained 18 per cent of their

responses. Whites gave reasons that were similar,ly dis-
0

tributed with the exception that they had fewer in the

"1 don't know" and mOre in the no gende;' association

categories.
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Questions: Who Would Win a Swimmillag Race? Why?

(See Table XX.) The total group most frequently picked

the boy to win the swimming race (43 per cent), followed

by the girl (30 per cent) and either having a chance (27

per cent). Reasons for responses were gender associations

based on ability a majority of the time (50 per cent).

Comparisons by grade yielded significant Chi-square

values for both the responses and reasons for responses.

Comparisons by race yielded a significnnt Chi-squat-o .7-11ur.

for responses given, but not for the reasons for response.

There were no significant Chi-square values for comparisons

by sex.

Even though percentages for the total group re-

flected a preference for the boy to win, there was a steady

increase in the per cent of responses for either having a

chance from kindergarten through the sixth grade, with the

exception of the third grade. In the fifth and sixth

grades, the largest percentages were in the "either"

category (45 per cent and 52 per cent. respectively).

There was a sharp contrast in the responses between the

first and second grade children. First graders had the

highest percentage of responses for the boy of ady grade.

This percentage was almost halved at the second grade

level, and the girl received the highest percentage i:rf-

responsea from the second graders (40 per cent). The

percentage favoring the boy rose again at the thil.d



'TABLE XX

Who Would Win a Swimming Race? Why?

Boy Girl Either No
Gender
Assoc.

Unqual.
Gender
Assoc.

Qual.
Gender:
Ability

Misc.
Don't
Know

Grade--K
1

2

3

4
5
6

58
68
35
51

43
33
21

x2.61.72

Sex--Male 47
Female 39

x2=4.44

Race--Black 40
White
Other

xe=9.57

Total Group 43

40
27
14.0

36
23
22
27
12 df

3

5
25
13

34
45
52

sig.

25 29
35 26
2 df. sig.

43 17
27 30
40 0

4 df sig.

30 27

3 8

5 5
20 8
13 15
34 15
45 8
52 11

.00** x2=88..74

28 10
25

.11 x2,1.5c

15 8

30 11

0
.05* x2=14.5c

26 10

65 18
68
L5 5
64 4
43 2
41 . 6
30 2

24 df sig. . Co**

51

4 df sig. .82

6

53 8

48 5
loo

8 df sig. .07

50 6

8
15
23

0

5

6
1 0

15
7
0

8

*Significant at .05 level
-"Significant at .01 level

0
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grade level, with the percentage for the girl remaining at

a leve1l close to that given by the second grade children.

,With the exception of the third grade, the percen-

tages in the no gender association category generally

increased by grade. The largest percentages of reasons

given by children in kindergarten through the fourth gra.i.c

were in tho category of qualified gender associations based

on ability. The fifth and sixth grades reflected a pre-

dominance of reasons in the no gender association category.

The Whites favored the boy to win the swimming

race, but by contrast, the Blacks favored the girl o win.

The second mast frequent response by the Blacks was to

favor the boy, thus once again selecting the boy or the

,girl in preference to the response of "either." Whites

tended to respond with "either," second to boy.

(See Table XXI.) The total group overwhelminEl5(82per

cerit) favored the girl to do the better cartwheel.

Reasoning was based primarily (45 per cent) on unqualified

gender associations followed by qualified gender associ-

ations relrted to ability (39 per cent).

Significant Chi-square values were found for both

the responses and reasons for responses en comparisons

were made by grade and by race. Comparis ns by sex yielded

no significant. Chi-square \Values.



TABLE XXI

Who Can Do the Better Cartwheel? Why?

Boy Girl

3rade--K 35
1 37
2 5
3 9

4 4'
5 2
6 0

Sex--Male
F3male

Either No lingual. Qual. Misc. I
Gender Gender Gender: Don't
Assoc. Assoc. Ability Know

.
%

63 3 3
61 2 2

85 10 5
89 2 0

89 6 6
88 1 o -10

'91 9 11

33 35
32 144

35 . 45
60 1 36
47 45 .

51 37
52 36

23 8
20 2
3 lo
2 2
2 0
o 2
o 2

x2=65.92 12 df sig. .00** x2=65.02 214. df sig. .00481'

16 79
8 85

x2=5.22 :2

5 5 44 41 7 4
7 6 47 38 6 3

df sig. .07 x2=.85 4 df sig. .93

Race--Black 22 72
White 9 55
Other 10 60

x=11.75 4 df

TptaJ. Group 12 82

A

7 3 38 . 14.0 3 1 o
6 6 40 5 2
0 0 e0' 0 /4-0 0

sig. .02* x2=23.59 8 df sig. .00**

6 14.5 39 6 3

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level
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The percvatages orrenonsos pav6ring.'th'e .gArl

generally increased-with grwie whIle the Imarcentages,

favoring the boy generally deoreased with grade. No

sixt grader thought a boy.might do pthe betteirspartwheel.

Reasons were primarily in the categoriet of uncitialified

gender association and qualthed gender association based'

,on ability. In kindergarten, first, and second grades, the

highest percentage was in the qualMed Aendee association

k,
eNtogory. Jevom the third grade (}n the highest peecentt e

was In the unqualified gender asai)cIation category.

Although both Blacks and Whites believed the :girl

could do the better cartwheel, the Whites did so to a

greater extent (8per cent versus 72 per cent). 13la4s

had a higher percentage of responses favoring the boy than

the Whftes (22 per cent versus 9 per cent). For reasons

for responses, Blacks and Whites were both dirided between

the categories of unqualified gender assodiation arig

qualified gender associatii= based on ability. The Whites

had a. greater percentage of unqualified gender association

reasons, however (47 per cent versus 38 per cent). Blacks

gave more reasons which were miscellaneoug or "I donit

know" than the Whites did.

Questions: Who Can Throw Farther? Why? (See

Table XXII.) The total group:overwhelmingly selected'

.the boy to throw' farther (88 per cent). Reasons mere
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TABLE XXII

Who Can Throw Farther? Why?

Boy Girl Either
a

No Unqual.
Gender GendeT
Assoc. Assoc.

%

Qual,
Gender:
Ability

Misc.
Don' t
Know

'Grade--K
'1

4
5
6

SexMale
Female

Race--Black
White
Other

Total Group

78
93
88
98
85

84
91

x2=24-.36

91
85

x2=2.68

90
88
80

x2=6.142

88

15 8

7 0
o 13
0 2
6 9
4 12
2 7
12 df sig.

L. 5
9

2 df sig. .26

8 2

4 8
0 20

L. df sig. .17

5..

18 53
o 32 56

1 o 0 43
2 316 7
9 45 -43
12 39 o
5 , 39 52 o

x2=52.05 24 df sig. 00**
#....

L. 37 . At
9 ',38 44 4

x-=5.83 4 df eig..'.21

0 27 60 5
r .8 40 46 3.

20 ,40 40 0
X.0 1 4..68 8 df. sig.. .07

15 8
0 12

3 . 3
2 0

4 o

4
4

7 38 `. 14.9 3

3
6

8

. 3
0

14-

*Significant at
**Significant at

. 05 level -

. 01 level.



TABLE XXIII

Who Can Run Faster? Why?

Boy Girf Either No Unqual. Qual.
Gender Gender Gender:
Assoc. Assoc. Ability

Misc.

3rade--K 78 10 13
1 78 7 15
2 58 15 28
3 64 2 34
4 47 11 43
5 33 10 57
6 46 4 50

- x2=42.40 12 df sig. .00**
,

10 15
15 .32
28 25
30

,

11

43 21

57 18
46

,-)

20
x(-=66.36

58
39
33
53
34
22
29

24 df sig.

Don't
Know

15 3
10 5
3 13

4 2
2 0
2 2
2 4

.00**

Sex--Male 54 16 41 39 21 32 5 3
Female 59 10 31 29 19 43 5 4

x2=4.49 2 df sig. .11 r2=5.40 4 df sig. .25 .

RaceBlack 58 20 22
White 56 5 39
Other 60 20 20

x2=19.01 4 df sig. .00**

Total Group 56 8 36

20 20 43 10 7
38 20 35 4 3
20 20 60 0 0

v2=12.0.7 8 df sig. .15

20 37 5

*Significant at .05 levl
**Significant at .01 level
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might be able to run faster. Qualified gender associations

based on ability were made most frequently by the total

group, followed closely by reasons reflecting no gender

association.

There were significant Chi-square values for both

the responses and reasons for responses when compared by

grade and for the responses when compared by recs.

A majority of the children in kindergarten through

grade three favored the boy for running faster. Fourth

grade children were divided between the boy and either

having a chance, with the higher percentage going to the

boy. A majority of the children in the fifth and s3xth

grades, however, responded that either might be able to

run fast enough to win. Second graders had the highest

percentage of responses of any grade favoring the girl

(15 per cent).

From kinderga ten through the third grade, the

reasons for responses most frequently came in the qualified

gender association category related to ability. From the

fourth grade through the Jixth grade, the no gender 'issóci-

ation category had the largest per-centage of responses.

Both Blacks and Whites chose the boy to run faster

in similar percentages (58 per cent and 56 per cent

respectively). There was a marked difference in their

responses favviagg the girl or favoring "ei her." Blacks

chose the girl in much greater percentage than thc Whites
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(20 per cent versus 5 per cent) while Whites were more

inclined to say that either might be able to run faster

(39 per cent versus 22 per cent).

Questions: Who Can Jump igher? Why? (Sec

Table XXIV.) The total group was divided in its choice

among all three responses, with a slightly higher percen-

tage favoring the boy (37 per cent). The girl was chosen

by 33 per cent of the total group, with the remaining 30

pep cent stating that Hither ,aipjlt be fible Lo jImp higher.

Significant Chi-square inluefl were found frjr. Lhe

responses and reasons for responses when compared by

grade, the reasons for responses when compared by sex,

and the responses and reasons for respnnses when compared

by race.

In kindergarten and first grade t.he majority chose

the boy, while in the second grade the majority selected

the girl. Third graders were ev.enly divided'between the

boy and the girl. Fourth graders most frequently chose

the boy,,while those in the fifth and sixth grades most

frequently gave '!either" as their.response.

The category of gender associations based on

ability accounted for the largest percentageS of reasons

given by kindergarten and first grade children. Second

find fourth geade children had the la:'gest pecentagL

their reasons in the unqualified gender association

cmtegory. The vensona given by Lhe thipd gr.flder.n wmf-e

1



TABLE XXIV

Who Can Jump Higher? Why?

Boy Girl Either No Unqual. Qual. Misc.
Gender Gender Gender:
Assoc. Assoc. Ability

dit

3rade--K 50 45 5 5 28 35
1 54 37 10 10 27 37
2 23 53 25 20 43 25
3 36 36 28 26 32 32

4 40 26 34 32 49 17
5 26 29 45 39 33 20
6 36 16 48 43 29 21

x2=46.60 12 df sig. .00** x2=78.52 24 df sig.

Don't
Know

18 15
2 24
0 13
2 9
0 2

2 6
0 7

.00**

Sex--Male 41 29 31 29 37 27 1 6
Female 34 38 28 24 32 26 5 14

x273.22 2 df sig. .20 x2=9.52 4 df sig. .05*

Race--Black 38 50 12
White 37 30 34
Other 40 20 40

14.43 4 df sig. .01**

Total Group 37 33 30

8 148 27
30 31 26
40 20 20

x2=17.47 8 df sig.

5 8

2 11

20 003*

26 34 26 3

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level
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divided between the unqualified gender association and

qualified gender association categories (32 per cent each)

with a substantial po-tion also in the no gender association

category (n per cent). Fifth and sixth graders most fre-

quently gave reasons in the no gender association category,

and secondly in the unqualified gender association categ)ry.

Males and females differed in the reasons they ga:p

for their responses with highe percentuges of

qnswering in the no gond( e le1;11,e1 fiLi,e ,ted enqwtilried

gender association cntegeeieJ, while high,:r pw.cf.t11.moN

of females gave miscellaneous or "I don't know" reeson..2.

While the largest percentage of Whites favored the

boy to jump higher (37-per cent) a majority (50 p r cent)

of the BlackS chose the girl to jump higher. Once again

the Blacks were more inclined to state that the boy or the

girl would jump higher, as opporled Le stat,ing fht eithe-

might be able to jump higher. Whites chose "eithe-" 34

per cent of the time, Blacks only 12 per cent.

In giving reasons for responses, Blacks had a

higher percentage in the unqualified igender association

category than the Whites (48 per cent versus 31 per cent).

Whites had a much higher percentage of reasons in the no

gender association category than the Blacks (30 per cent

versus 8 per cent).
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Opportunity

Questions: Which Volleyball Game Should be on

Television? Why? (See Table XXV.) The total group

favored the men'.' volleyball game to be on television,

though not by a sizable percentage over the women's game

(42 per cent versus 36 per cent ). The most frequent

reason given for the response was a qualified gender

association based on ability.

Comparisons by grade nnd by sex yielded signifi-

cant Chi-square values for both the responOes and reasons

for responses. There were no significa.it Chi-square

values for comparisons by race.

Children in kindergarten through the second grade

favored the men's game for television, particularly at the

first grade level (71 per cent). Third and fourth graders

favored the women, while the highest percentages given by

fifth graders went evenly to the women and "both." Sixth

graders returned with favoritism for the men.

The category for qualified gender associations

based on ability received the highest percentage given by

kindergarten children (30 per cent), but 23 per Gf-nt nV

the children gave an "I don't know" answer. A Tr-lajr.),ity

of the first graders made gender associations based on

ability. The largest percentage of second graders made

gender associations based on ability (33 per cent), but

25 per cent based their reasons on a rejection of present



TABLE XXV

Which Volleyball Game Should Be on Television? Why?

Men Women Both No
Gender
Assoc.

Lingual.
Gender
Assoc.

qual.
Gender:
Ability

Accep. Rej.
Present Present
Prsc. Prmc.

Misc.
Don't
Know

Grmde--K 53
1 71
2 45
3 3a
I. 28
r 2/

x--1).3.?

40
214.

40
43
47
35
2 3

12 dr

8
r
)

15
26
26
35
32

sig. .uoc-c-

8

5
15
28
26
35
32

13
5
lo
4
17
2
18

30
51
33
30
19
29
25

x2.85.98

8* 13
7 10
8 25
4 23
2 30
4 71

,-.4.

9 13
36 df sig. .00**

8
7
3

11

6
0
4

23
15
8

0
0
6
0

Sox--X410 26 2% 14 33 4 6 4
Fe %nle 35 21 6 28 7 fle 5 9

x- ,13.13 2 df sig. ',pc)** x2=13.79 6 dr uig. .03*

v.11:7e--Iilnck 45 14) 15 13 3 38 3 25 7 10
WhItr, 41 35 24 25 11 29 7 18 5 6
Othe:. 60 20 20 20 ?0 30 0 40 0 0

x-3.11 4 df siK. .54 .x2=13. 64 12 df sig. .33

Totni Group 42 .36 22 22 10 30 6 7

41"i-ni*1-.1.1t nt. 05 le.cl
41-DignIVionnt nt. .01 le el
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television practices, i.e. stating that since games ot one

sex were predominantly televised, the game of the other

sex should be on. Third end fifth graders were divided

among the no gender association, abilityr:gender associ-

ation, and rejection of present practices categories.

he higheat percentage of reaspns from the fourth grade

children came from a rejection of present practices, fol-

lowed by reasons in the no gender association category.

Sixth graders were largely divided in their reasons

between the no gender assL..liation and ability gender

association categories, followed by unqualified genth:r

associations.

The males tended to faur the men's game to be on

'television, while the females tended to favor the women's

game to be on television. More females chose the men's

game, however, than males chose the women's game. Males

had a slightly higher percentage of responses for both

games to be on television than the females (25 per cent

versus 20 per cent).

The greatest percentage differences between the

sexes were in the rejectionof present practices, unquali-

fied gender afisociation"/ "I don't know " and gender ability

association cat:egories. Males had a higher percentage of

anqualified gender associations and gender ability associ-

ations. Females had a higher percentage of reasons based
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on a rejection of present practices, as well as more "I

don't know" responses.

Questions: Who Should Get First Choice of Practice

Times in the Gym? Why? (See Table XXVI.) A majority of

the total group favored the girls for first choice of

practice times, largely on the basis of unqualified gender,

associations, r.J

There were,significant Ch1-4quare values for the

respo

t

ses and reasons for responses when comparisons were

made y grade, but not when comparisons were made by sex

.1$

or race.

The largest percentage of responses by childreni.

every grade except kindergarten favored the girls for first

choice of practice times in the gym. Second graders were

especially strong in this response (78 per cent). The

majority of the kindergarten children favorttd the boys

for first choice of practice times. ¶he percentages

favoring "both" generally incrpased b grade.

Unqualified gender associations accounted for the

largest percentage of responses at e ery grade leJel. The

percentages in the qualified gender association catego-y

N related to ability generally decreased by grade, while the

percentage of reasons in t.he na-'gender association category

genet.elly increased by.,,gis-ade: It was noteworthy that the

reasons wkth gend,ot ability associations were largely
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TABLE XXVI

Who Should Get First Choice of Practice Tinos in Gym? Why?

Boy Girl Both Don't No
.Know Gender

Assoc.
Gender
Assoc.

A

.Qual. qual.
Gender: Gender:
Ability Act. Value

Qual.
Gender:

Lack of Op.
A

Misc.
Don* t
Know
A

Grute--K 62
1 14.5

16
53 3
78 5

Li( .11

55 11

57 21

2.3 43 28
:2 14 39 27

)0=56.05 18 df

3
3

o 5
2 13 ,

0 21
2 26

_27
sig. .00**

Sex--X.,ir 36 45 '18 1

Ft ..11e 31 , 57 12 1

x2=5.65 3 df sig. .13

itaço--Black 37 . 51 2 ---3
-

White 32 50 1-8 1 17
othe 60 20 20 --ier- 20

x2=12.12 6 df ail. .06

Total Group 33 51 15 1
15

46
45

38
36
43
30

31 3
25
13 3
17 11
11 9
10 4

._7 21
xe=84.88 36 d

.

1 7 39
12 40 x98

..77.-
'41si_zaTticaat at .05 level

Significrint at .01 1w:el

711=mtmNI

51
- 36

60

39

10
6

6 dr sig. .55

5
8

20
12 dr

8

sig.. .27

9
9

7
9

9

5
1 0

5
2

6
2

g

9
4

5

4 . 7'
12

5
5

9
10

0

5 9
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being in sports 190.per-bent), giving reasons that largely

reflected no gender associations.

There ufere significant Chi-square values for the
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approved in fourth grade.
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percentage answered "I don't knoW," and at the first grade

level almost'as many made a qualified' gender association

based on financial need, i.e. inc4cating that yomen need

to haikcimolley-tai,"--abelopIng, etc. \

_I-1.----L,Alocit_Iagativeori4144pprovLO

by the vales than the females (1k_

cent),

a

r cent'versus 6 per
_

=Ma

4-----111/11111.115"1"4.Th
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TABLE XXVII

AlI Right for Women to Earn Money in Sports? Why?

ho Yee No lingual. Qual. Qual. Misc. I
0 Gender Gender Gender: Finan. Don!t

Assoc. Assoc. Ability Need Knmw
% % % % %

.%
% %

Grade-.K 23
1 32
2 8
3 2
4 o
5 6
6 5
x2=39.02 6df

78 35
.68 27
93 50
98 80
100 83
94 75
95 62

sig. .00**

15 5 15 8 23
15 15 214- 2 17
10 5 20 8 8
4 o 9 0 7
0 2 11 2 2
4 2 , 10 4 6
5, 0 4 5 4

=-85.70 30 df sig. .00** .

Sex-Male 1k 86 64 10 6 11 3 7
Femal 54 63 $ 2 14 6 11

=4.60 1 df sig. .03* 3c2=9.17 5 df qig. 710

Bace -Bladk 10 90 $5
White 10 90 _66 7
Other, 40 ----- A -0

,:x2s2.57 2 ar sig.

a 2 122. 3 13

-

p11.10 to dr s g. .12

TotaXCiroup 10 . 7 = 13 _ 4
N

4+.

*Significant-at -45 level
41HeSignifitant _ _

-;_aimmennwri

I '

.

.- -
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Rewards
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Questions: Who.Would Get More Money for Winninz

a Race? Whyt; (See Tabl(XXVIII.) The largest percentage

of the total group favored giving the man and woman an

equal yount of-money for winning a race. Readoning was

prima*Aly from the no gender association category.

Comparisons of the responses and reasons for

responses by grade and by.rage yielded significant Chi-

square values. ComparisolOwf the respopses by sex also

resulted tn a significant Chi-square value.
*

Children in kiEdergarten, firdt, and second grades

ichpse the man to reopive more money most often; this was

especially true in kindergarten where the Mhd xas'named
/*

65 per cent the time. Chiniren in grades three through

six_prinWrily favored both the man and woman getting,the

same amount; the percentages'for-this response geners24y

increa ed by-grade.

aergarten, first, and second grade children

primarily based their.judgmenti on qualified gender.

associations elated to ability. Those in gradefNmeisi

through six m9st frequently gave reasons that had no'\ 4

gender associationsi'. in fact for grades faur,through

aizthe no -gender assooion oatesory conth4ned aT

isalority of-all Aaaansi_

'7

Althoufh, the Areatest percentage Of'both males

Akid_fqN44.04_414,14_10.e4 th4tAq nual amOunt4,19P- Money shodl_d_



TABLE, XXVIII

Who Should Get More Money for Wirthing a Race? Why?

Man Wonnn ,Both ,Dmn't -No ..Uriqual.
Know ,Gender Gender

Assoc. Assoc.
e e
ei; m

Quill. qual.
0endec: Gender:

,Ability Atyp. Achiel.
. ,f0

Misc.
Don't
Know
. %

3rude--K

2
3
4
5

Tot4s1 Group

135 i0 5
44- 37 ..w

40 23 38. .

34 21 . 45
,11

18 12 69-
18 14 6t,

g-=71.21 18 df sig.

39 11 - 49
.?6 32 41

2c,21.26 3 %if 3 i$.

47 .33 20
30 19 51.

4x3'220.54 06 ar 41lig.

33 22 45-

0
0 ,

0
0
0
2
2

.00410

I .
1

.00**

0
.00**

5
20
38
43
55
71'
66

49
40 .

18
51
40

45' ri

25
15
8

'9
9
12
9

13
11

15
11

0

12

4
49
43
32
10.
12

14
3c2:193.45

28
31

x2=6.18

47
25
20

x2=31.56

29

30 df

5 of

10 dr

5
2
3
6
15
2
9

.sig. .00**

5
7

sig. .29

7
6
20

sig." .00**

6

13
2
3
2
0

0

3
2

2o ,

5
12
8
9.
2
4
2

7

1 Q

50.

* gdificnnt at .04 le:el
**Significant at .01 level

tf

"-"I
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be given to the manand the woman, the&eS had a higher

percentage of responses in this category,thall the females

(49 per cent versus 41 per cent). The next highest per-

centage of lioth males and females picked their own sex to

receive more mcney, but a smaller percentage of females

picked the woman than males picked the man. Considerably

more females named the man than males named the woman

(26 per cent versus 11 per cent).

A majority of- the Whites favored both,the man and

woman getting:the same.amount of money, but the largest

percentage of responses by the Blaclars favored the man tp

get more. Blacks secondly picke# the woman, and once

again were least inclined to select the response "both."

,The races also differed in their reasons for

response. The majority of the Whites gave reasons in the

no gender association category. The reasons-most fre-

quently, given by the Blacks were gender associations based

on ability.

Question: .What Prizes Should Be Given to the Man

and the WoMan? Comparisons of Prizes by Value, Gender

Association and Active-Passive Connotations. (See

Tables XXIX, XXX, XXXI, XXXII ) The total group was split

in its response to the kinds of prizes to be awarded in

lieu of money, with 35 per cent giving a trophy to both

the man and woman and 34 per cent giving different prizes

(non-toys) to the man and the. woman. The majority of the'



TABLE XXIX

What Prizes Should Be Given to Man and Woman?

Same
Prizes
Trophy

Same
Prizes
Other

%

Diff.
Toy for
Male
%

Difn...

Toy for
Female

e

Diff.
Non-
Toys

Diff.
Both
Toys

I

Don't
Know

lrade--K 3 8 5,

1' 12 7 2
2 40 8

...

o
3 38 19 0

4 46 20 0
5 51 24 0
6

14.3 30 0
x2=101.97

Sex--Male 39 19 1 4 31 5
Female 30 16 1 11 37 3

18 60 8
17 51 10
10 30 8
11 30 2
2 30 0
2 22 2
0 25 0

36 df sig. .00**

x2=10.55 6 df sig. .10
,

RaceBlack 18 12 2 15 40
White 38 19 1 6 33
Other 60 0 0 20 20

x2=26.78 12 df sig. .01**

Total Group 35. 17 1 8 34 4 1

0

5
0
2
0
2

10 3
2 1

0

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level
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TABLE XXX

Value of Prize

Same
Value

Grade--K
1

2

3
4
5
6

40
56
68
77
67
84
79

Sex--Male 71

Female 66

RaceBlack 50
White 73
Other 60

Total Group 69

Male Female
Value Value

Greater Greater
Don't
Know

40
34
15
17
22
12

14
x2=39.03

20
22

x2.1.54

30
19
40

x2=15.24

20
10
13
6

Vil 9
4
5

18 df sig.

8
10

3 df sig.

17
7
0

6 df sig.

.00**

.67

.02*

0

5
C
2
0
2

1

2

3
1

0

21 9

:4.Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level
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TABLE XXXI

Gender Associations of Prizes

No Gender Gender Gender I

Gender Assoc. Assoc. Assoc. Don't
Assoc. Both Male Female Know

Grade--K
1

2

3

4
5
6

28
22
48
62
67
77
79

60
66

8
2

5
10

33 3 13 5
30 0 9 0

22 2 7 2
22 2 o 0
20 0 0 2

x2=78.83 24 df sig. .00**

gex--Male 61 32 1 6 1

Female 52 2

X6.20 4 dift sig. .4

1.(ace--Black 42 50 .,, 0 5 3

White 60 31 3 6- 1

Other -60 40 0 0 0
1

,

x2=13.13 8 df sig. .11

Total Group 57 , 34 2 6 1

Significant at .05 level
I"Significant at .01 level



TABLE XXXII

Active-Passive Prize Connotations

0111111114011

Both Both Male-Active Female
Prizes Prizes Female Active D6n t
Active Passive Passive Male-Passive Know

%

"Irade--K 30
1 17
2 10

3 26
4 30
5 31

6 34

Sex--Male 27
Female 26

Race--Black 17
White 29
Other 20

Total Group 26

25 43 3 0
22 54 7 0

48 35 3 5
49 21 4 o

57 9 2 2

57 12 0 0
,p. 4 7 :!..t. 14-

2
x2=68.78 24 df sig. .00-'

50 20 3 1

41 28 4 2

x2=4.5o 4 df sig. .34

35 40 5 3
48 20 3 1

60 20 0 0
x2=16.08 8 df sig. .04*

14.6 214. 3

*Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level

C.'
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total group gave prizes of the same value to members of both

sexes and therefore made no gender associations with the

prizes they named. The prizas given were most frequently

passive in nature, i.e. a trophy, ribbon, or medal.

There were significant Chi-square values for the

responses to the naming of prizes when comparisons were

made by.grade and by race, but not by sex. The'analysis

of prize values yielded signl_ficant Chi-square values for

comparisons by grade and by race. A significant Chi-square

value was obtained for the comparisons by grade of the

gender associations made with the prizes named. The

active-passive associations of prizes resulted in signifi-

cant Chi-square values f9etomparisons by grad and race.

Different prizes for the man and woman were named

by a majority of the kindergarten and first grade children

\and by half of the second grade children. The number of

\Children naming the, same prize for the man and the woman

g?nerally increased from grade three through six. Within
\

these latter grades the most frequent prize named was a

trophy.

A majority of the Whites named te same prizes

for.a man and a woman, whereas a majority bf the Blacks

named different prizes for the man and the woman. Thf_:.

differences between the Whites and the Blacks were mast

pronounced in the percentages naming a trophy, 38 pap cent
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of the Whites versus 18 per cent of the Blacks responded

ia this category.

Kindergarten children had equal percentages in the

categories for same value of prizes and greater valueo-r--

_-male prize. A majority of the children-1h every othe.r

grade named prizes of thesiatie value for the man and the

woman.
-

Whites were much more likely to name prizes of the

same value thaa the Blacks (73 per cent versus 50 per cent).

Blacks named prizes of greatev value for the male 30 per

cent of the time and for the female 17 per cent,of the

time, compared to the respective percentages of 19 and

7 by the Whites. Of those who named a prize of greater

value for one sex, however, the Whites proportionally

named the male more often than the Blacks.

A majority of the children in kindergarten and

the first grade made gender associations with the pSizes

they named for the man and the woman. Children in grades

two thrdugh six made no gender associations with the

prizes they named the majority of the time.

The prizes named by kindergarten and first grade

children most frequently were active for the male and

passive for the fem4e -..,From _the second grade on, both

prizes mnst frequen re 'passive in nature, reflecting

the ilwre,lsed tiwPP4:114:. , trophies. Where there we're
,

differences, however, ihey continued to ,be primarily
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--
characterizedas an active male prize and a passive female

The greatest percentage of prizes named by the

Blacks were characterized by an active male p!.ize and

passive female prize. The greatest percentage of prizes

named by the Whites were passive in nciture:eO,; both sexes,

again a reflection of the larger trophy selec ion.



SUMMARY

Table XXXIII provides a summary of the sources of

the statistically significant Chi-square values. The

major source of significant differences in responses was

in the icomparisons by grade.

Acceptalillity

Kinds of Activities

Gender-related attitudes were evidenced tcross all

grade levels in the children's responses to questions-re-

garding the acceptability of participation in various

activities. A majority of the°total group indicated that

a.football, golf clubs, and a basketball were gifts that

a boy would like, while rollerskates and a jump rope were

designated as gifts for a girl. Only the bicycle was

considered appropriate for both a boy and a girl by a

majority of the'total group. .The total ,group approved

of giils being cheerleaders, but not of boys being cheer-

1 2 3

leaders. The total group also'approved of a ,boy playing

piano instead of football, but they were equally divided

on the question of..a girl quitting guitar to play,aeflball.

.4Childresn in the lower grades m#de-the greatest

gender differentiations in ace6pi-ability of activities.



TABLE XXXIII

Sumnary of Comparisons With Significant
Chi-Square Values

By By By
Grade Sex Race

ACCEPTABILITY: Kinds-of Activities

Who Would Like Rollerskates
Why

Who Would Like a Football
Why

Who Would Like a Bicycle
Why

Who Would Like Golf Clubs
Why

Who Would Like a Jump Rope
Why

All Right for Boy to Play P,ianb
Instead of Football
Why

All Right f -goy to Be a Cheerleader x
Why

AIIRIght for Girl to Be a Cheerleader
Why

All Right for Girl to Quit Guitar
for Softball

. Why

ACCEPTABILITY: Mixed versus Separate Teams
\

All Right for Girl to Play on Boys'
Softball Team
Why

Do Both Boys and Girls Play Together
With You
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TABLE XXXIII (contld.)

By _137--- By
Gra --Sex Race

Game Can P,lay Together

Game Should No,t,PIii Together
Why

14110-Would You Choose for Your
--Basketball Team

Why

EXPECTATIONS: Ability and Succ033

Who Would Win in Tennis
Why

Who Would Win a Swimming Race
Why

Who Can Do the Better Cartwheel
Why

Who Can Throw Farther
Why

Who Can Run Faster
Why

Who Cap Jump Higher
Why

EXPECTATIONS: Opportunity

Which Volleyball Game Should Be
On television
Why

Who.Should Get First Choice of
Practice Times in the Gymnasium

, Why



TABLE XXXIII (contld.)

By By BT
Grade Sex Race

Should Women Be Able to Earn Money
in Sports
Why

EXPECTATIONS: Rewards

Who Should Get More Money for Winning
a Race
Why

N.00"

Nature of Prize

Value of Prize

Gender Association of Prize

Active-Passive Connotation of Prize

SUB-TOTALS:

Number of'Q estions With Significant
Chi-Square V. lues for Original
Responses 1;

Number of Questions With Significanik -
Chi-Square Values for Reasons for
Responses 26

TOTALS 45

-40

8 10

6 10

114. 20
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Kindergarten and first grade children were least likely to

repond that both boys and girls might like to participate

in the various activities. Responses favoring "both" did

generally increase by grade, but even so in the reasons

for response the greatest percentage was most frequently

in the unqaalified gender association category across'Aill

grade levels.

When the activities were examined in total, it was

evident that boys ware associated primarily with spor.ts

activities, and further, that more flexibility was accorded

the boy in dhoice of activities. In the responses of the

total group, the jump rope was associated with the girl il0

. a degree similar to that which the football was associated

with the boy. There was a small percentage of children in

the fifth and sixth grades, however, who sip that both

might like a jump rope, but did not make the same allRw-

ance for both liking a football. A further example of

broader role associations for the boy was seen in the

sixth grade where a majority of the children approved of

a boy being a cheerleader. As noted prevlously, ehe total

group indicated that it was more acceptable for a boy to

choose a musical activity over a sports activity than for

a girl to choose a sports activity over a musical activity.

There were significant Chi-square values for only

four items in this category when conparisons were made by

sex.. There wits some indication that the male6 were more
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liberal in attitudes toward the male rOle than the females

were. No female stated that a boy might ike a jump rope;

there were some male responses favoring the boy, as well

as more responses by the males than the females that both

might like a jump rope.. It was also the females who were

more negative toward a boy being a cheerleader. In atti-
,

tudes:toward the female role, however, the females shoWed

the more liberal view in their approval of a girl quitting

guitar to play softball. Males, on the other hand, dis-

approved.

There were few questions regarding acceptability

for which there were significant Chi-aquare values for

comparisons by race.. Blacks showed a stronger preference

than the Whites for the boy to receive a basketball. For

the question regarding golf clubs, the Blacks showed more

preference for the bOy or the girl as opposed to saying

"both."

Mixed v.ersus Separate Teams

Children in kindergarten-and first grade expresseu

negative attitudes toward a gir!l/playing on a boys' soft-

ball team, paralleling the geiriabT associations they made

with boys for sports activities in the preceding section.
NA.

A superior gender ability was associated with the boys in

the reasons for responses for the question of. who would be

chosen for a basketball,team. at was Tu her mentipiied

;

134,
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that girls should be on the same basketball team as the
6

i

boys in order for the girls to hav a fair chance to play..

Although the highest single percentag; of reasons for

response for questions in this section was frequently in

the no gender association category, a majority of the

reasons given in every grade reflected some kind of

gender association for two of three questions in this

section.
_ .

A majority of the children indicated that in play

with their friends both boys and girls played together,

but there is a ,possibility that some children responded

in terms of their physical education classes. The question

did not specifically refer to a particular time or place.

A few children did ask for a clarification, and they were

told the question referred to play At home or at recess,

but the question may have been interpreted differently by

some children.

Differences by grade level in choices of games (

acceptable for boys and girls to play together were con-

sistent with the interests typically identified in ele-

mentary school physical education textbooks, i.e, the

games named increased in complexity, organization, and

teamwork,with grade. The, games rejected for coeducatio

participation increasingly by grade were contact sports,

which were named largely in relation to a superior ability



of the boys with an accompanying need for protecting the

girls.

Males showed a stranger prefer( Ice for selecting

their own gender 4.'or a basketball team than did the

females, basing their reasons on gender ability associ-

ations. It was the females who overwhelmingly picked

"both" and more often mentioned fairness as a factor in

decision. .In.part this seemod to reflect a-lack of

confidence by the femgles in their own gender. There

was a further sek difference in resporime to this. question

with the females being more likely to respond in favor of

the boy than the males were to respond in favor of the

girl.

The prinqiipaI racial difference in this category

was a larger perLcentage, of Black responses that both boys
(

and girls play together .when they are with their friends.

Expectations

Ability and Success

The male gerilder assoccation with participation in

sports activities was extended to excelling in sports

activities as well. The total.group indicated that more

frequently boys would win at tennit, win a swimning rsce,

throw a ball farther, run faster, fard, jump higher. The
4

only activity in- which the girl was considered superior-.

was crng a cartwheel. The children in the pvimary

130
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grades most often showed the strongest support for the male

For the questions relating to swimming, tennis,

running, and jumping, however, the percentages favoring

"either" generally increased by grade. This was reflected

in an increase by grade in reasons with no gender associ-

ationsaccompanied by a decrease in reasons with qualified

gender associations related to ability.

.Males and females had similar performance expecta-

tions; hence, there were few significant differences for

comparisons by sex.

The Blacks differopd from the Whites in two principal

areas in the category of expectations. The largest percen-

tage of Blacks favored the girl to win the swimming race

and the girl to jump higher, as opposed to the Whites wbo

favored the boy. The Blacks tended to respond in favor

of the boy or of the girl to excel, rather than stating

that "either" might win or do better.

Opportunity

The total group showed a preference for the men's

volleyball game to be on television, the girls to have

first choice of practIce times in the gym, and the women

to be, able to 'earn money through sports. Kindergarten and

first grade children again showed the most support for the

male sex role, giving the highest percentage of responSes

of the grades for the men's game' to be on television, for

".
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the boys to get first choice of practice times, and against

the women being able to earn money in sports. Percentages

favoring both games to be on television and both teams to

have equal choices of practice tines generally increased

by grade.

The females particularly differed from the males

on the question of which volleyball game should be on

television. Each sex gave the highest percentage of

responses to its own gender and secondly to the opposite

gender, but the females had a higher percentage of responses

for the male gender than the males did for the female

gender.

Rewards

It was the kindergarten and first grade children

who once again showed a stronger support for the male role

than did children of other grade levels, this time in

relation to the man getting more money for winning a race

and assigning a prize of greater value to the man. The

total group did favor both the man and woman getting an

equal amount of money and prizes of the same value; per-

centages for these responses increasea'by grade.

Females named the man to receive more money more

often than the males named the woman, to receive more 'roney.

Blacks showed a stronger-support for the male ole

by awarding more,money to the man for winning a race, as

4
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()nye no.sin

the Blacks responded "both" in lesser percentages thin the

Whites.

As can be noted in the previous statements, stereo-

typing was evidenced across all grade levels, sexes, and

races. Only four of 24 questions had a malority of the

total group responding without gender associations. These

dealt with receiving a bicycle, allowing women to earn

money in sports, naming prizes of the same value, and

avoiding gender associations in the naming of prizes.

The findings of this study reflected and reinforced

many of the same influences and factors pointed to in

earlier research of children's attitudes toward sex roles.

The findings of this study perhaps differed most from

previous studies in the indications of a grester flexi-

bility allowed the boy in choice of activity.
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CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the 4ata obtained and within the

limitations of this study, the folloWing conclusions- were

, made:

1. There were significant differences by grade.

in the gender-related attitudes, of elementary

school children toward the Liceptability of

s

participation in various sports activities.

a. Children in the primary grades made the

greatest sex role differentiations, but

attitudes across all grade' levels re-

flected a predominantly male sex'role

association with sports activitieb.

b. The responses indicating acceptability for

participation by those of both genders

increased in percentage by grade, showing

that children in the upper elementary

grades had somewhat'more liberal attitudes

than those in ths lower grades.

Children based their reasoning on questions

of acceptability,primarily on.unqualified

gender associations at every grade level

except the sixth where the children were

C142
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divided between the unqualified gendr

association:and no genAer lassociation

categories.

Elementary school children viewed the male,

sex role in broader and more flexible ways

than they did the female sex role.

There were significant differences by sex in

the gender-related attitudes of elementary

school children toward the acceptability of

participation in-sports activities. Where

significant differences existed, both sexes

showed more support'for their own gender and

were somewhat more liberal in attitudes toward

their own gender role; however, the females

tended to show more support for the opposite

gender than males did.

3. There was no pat1;ern of significiint differ-

ences in gender-related attitudes among the

races toward the acceptability of participa-

tion in sports activitres.

L. There were significant differences by grade in

the gender-related attitudes of elementary

school children towdrd expectations of ind1.2'
;

%fa:duals-participating in sports.activities.

a. The children in the primary grade's

reflected the highest regard for the
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superior ability of the male sax, but the

attitudes of children across all grade

levels reflected a superior ability associ-

ation with the male in sportsJactivities.

b. Gbildren increasingly with grade became

, more libefial in their attitudes, recog-

nizing that a person of either sex might

be expected to excel or that both sexes

shoul be treated equally in terms of
r-

oppor*ties and rewards.
\

c. Reasons for responses based on gender

associations related to ability decreased

by grade while reasons for responses re-

lated to no gender association increased

by grade.

Thera were few significant differences by sex

in the gender-related attitudes of elementary

school children toward expectations of indi-

viduals participating in sports activities.

The differences that were present reflected

a stronger support of each sex for its own

gender than for the opposite gender, but a

greater tendency for the females to support

the males.than for the males to support the /-

females.

414
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b. There were significant differences by race in

the gender-related attirudes of elementary

schoo3) children toward expectations of indi-

viduals participating in sports activities.

a. There was a tendency for the Blacks to

respond in terms of one gender or the

other, as oppdsed to Stating %hat both

genders might be equally capable or

equally deserving of opportunity op reward.

ba Black children had higher performance

expectations of girls in the .areas of

.swimming and jumping ability.

7. For questions related to acceptability, reasons

for responses gi en by the total group were

based on gender associations for a majoxity of

the questions, reflecting strong gender-related

attitudes and differentiations.

For questionS related to expectations, reasons

for responses given by the total ipoup.were in

the no gender associ&tion category fdr a

majority of the questions, reflecting more

open.attitudes t;oward both genders.

*C1 45
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4110.

In the interest of further understanding of the

devellient, status, and change of children's attitudes

toward sex roles, research in the following areas seems

warranted:

138

1. Extensibn of the grade levels included in the

present study to determine attitudes of ado-

lescents toward the acceptability and expects-

tions of gender participation in sports

activities.

Replicstion of the present study on a popu-

lation from an area where girls interscholastic

athletics have been well establishcd for a

period of years to determine he stfects of

the atj;liatic program on the attitades of the

3. Replication' of the study on an all Black popu-

lation to determine the extent to which '-iae.re

may be inore clearly differentiated sex role

attitudes by the Blacks as compared to the

White population.
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4

Expansion of the variables studied to.include

-comparisons of attitudes of children according

V to the work status of the mother. .

Expansion of the variables'studied to include

comparisons of,attitudes of children according

to the socio-ec.onomic. status of the parent(s).
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Go of ter Sent Prior .

to n ervrew n

so

TO: Elemeniarylupervisors

FROM: James L. Doud, Elementary School Principal'

lbw

,

Pat Geadelman will begin thesis research on tike topic
"Sex-Role Steredlyping in the Attitud of Elementary
.School Students'Toward, Participation in Sports Activities"
during the next few days. All labordtory school pupils
In KindergarteiNthrough the sixthOgrade will be indi-
vidually interviewed for the study. The interviews will
take from 8-10 minutes pe'r pupil. Pat will consult wi I.
you the day before students are to'be taken from your
class for interviews to alliffinge

n will be kept minimal as possible.
or student intlerview

i
times. Dipruptio
Interview times will be scattere throughout the day
and will be done in one of the rdoms of the guidance
office. It is hoped that all.interviewing wili be
completed by mid-February. YouPh.cooperation will be
greatly appreciated.,

(-----
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1414%

ball team at school. Would it .be all right frn-:
rw7

to be a cheerleader? Why? A girl named Linda dpes

2

142
41.11111ft.

Instument

Quettions list Ch order asked:

1. A girl named Sue is playi4g tennis a4tinst J 13,4 rum+

Mark. Whb do you think might have the better chance

to win? Why do you believgli this?

Maloir and Jim are asking for'Christmas. presents. Who

do you thir& viould like ito receive rbllerskates7-4Why?
ti 04

A football? Why? A bicycle? Why? 'Golf clubs? Why?

A basketball? Why? ,A jump rope? WW1IF

3. Elonmis a very good softball Tlayth,, but the c

-d-oes Act have Any teams for girls. ,Would it Ve air

right for'h1b be on one of the boys' teanm? Wh?:
4

do you feel this way?, FY

L. Mike is the best piano player in the s hool. He is

also a good football player, but he has decided not

to play op the team. This will give Mira more time

to practice the piano. Do you think this is a good

%4J,d4cision fi6r Mike? Why? -

5. Mark is having a .wimming Pace agains04ll. Who

would you expect to win? Why?

\16. A boy' named Tmn does not, want to be on the. asket-...

no,t want to be on the basketball team at school.

' Would it be all right for her to be a cheerleader?

why?
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Jack and Susie are having cNests to see who can do

somt things better. Who do you think would be able

to do the better cartwheel? Why? Throw the ball

farther? Why? Run faster? Why? Jump'higher? Why?

Jane is the best guitar player in the school. She

is also a good softball player and has decided to

quit playing the guitar so she cap spend more time

p acticing softball. Do you think this is a good

decisiOn for her? Why?

9. The Uniued States Men's Volleyball team is playing

against the Japanese Men's Volleyball team at the

same time that the United\States Women's Volleyball

rk?
team is playing against th6

fe
Japanese Women's Volley-

ball team. Which game do you think should be on

television? Why?

10. .If you were going to choose four other people to be

on your basketball team, would you choose all boys,

all girls, Or some boys and some girls? Why?

11. If your school had a girls basketball team and a boys

basketball team, which one doyou think should get

first choice of practice til7nes in the gym? Why?

12. John has won the race to be the fastest man runner

in the country. Janet has won the race to be the

fastest woman runner in the country. If money is

given for winning, who should get more? Why? If



prizes are given, what should 'John get? Why? Janet?

Why?

Some men earn money to live by being in sports. to

,you think it, would be all right for women to earn -

mpney to live by being in sports? Why?

14. When you are playing games with your friends, do

both boys and girls play together? Can you nane

one game boys and girls,csn play together? Can you

name a game boys and girls -snould not play together?

Why did you choose these games?



Categorization of questions
for Analysis ois Maui_

Acceptability: Kinds of Activities
QuesH.ons 2, 4, 6, d

Acceptability: Mixed vepsus Sepapate Teams
Questions 3, lp, 14

Expectations: Ability and Success
Qdestions 1, 5,

Ex ectations: ortuni
ues ons

Expettations: Rewards
Questi'on i2 -

-.



Rationale for the Answers to Question 1:
Who Would Win at Tennit

NdGender Association
Either one--10
Don't know how good they are and depends who's
A better--9
Depends on who's been practicing and if they're
good at it--3

Whoever,is trained the best--3
Depends on how old they are--3
Depends on who's been playing longer--2
Depends on what kind of score Of mark it is--1
Girl is lighter and faster. Boy has stronger arms--1
Depends.on how good a tennis player they were--1
Deperids*oh who wants to Ptay more, has more

confidence, wants to win--1
Depends on whatrthey look like or how muscular they

are--1

Unqualified Gender Association
He's a boy-36
He'cl probably had more experience,
Lots of women like to play tennis--
Boys always win--7
Because she's a girl-6
Girls practice--5
Boys like sports-4
Boys like to play tennis--3
He might want to win--3
Most girls that play usually win--1
Boys do more with sports (he could.play and

practice)--1
Some say boys play, more rough games than girls-
Boys more active--1
Some boys can run faster, girls don't usually, like
ball and that,stuff--1

He's a good champion--1

ractice-16

Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Boys are stronger--39
He's probably better-35-
She's better--13
Boys are talented more (play better)7-10
Boy can hit harder--3
Boys ruh faster--3
He's bigger and he's taller--3
Boys do more things than girls--3
She's faster--2
Boys are smarter-2
Boys jump higher and get the ball-1

114



She's a good tennis playler--1
She's bigges--1
Girls more talented in tennis-
Girls jump higher--1
Bays more coordinated--1 a.

147

Miscellaneous
Billie Jean King--6

have a friend (brother) named Mar4--3
He's older--3
Best player is Bobby Riggs and he's a boy--2
my sister's name is Sue and she's a pretty good

tennis player-2- .-

She (he) has a better name--2
Everi time I play with my brothers they always win--1
I don't know' how to play tennis (gir1)--1
Cause she has a ball--1
Sometimes that happens--1
I'd like him to Win--1
A girl beat me to a door-if you ever heard of women's

lib--1

I Don't Know-43

Rationale for the Answers to question 2:
Who Would Like Rollerskates

No Gender Association
Both roller skate--33

Unqualified Gender Association
Girls like to roller skate--117
Boys like to skate-29'
Girls skate more than boys-20
Boys don't roller skate often--13
She's a girl--11
She wants them7-8
Boys usually like ball sports-6
Boys don't like to roller skate-5
Boys skate-5
He wants them-4
He Wants to rolleskate--3
Hels,a boy--2
Zone sports for girls, some for boys, some for both-
Fun to roller skate--1
Boys on-the team--1
She'd probably have more fun cause Jim would have
more (ppesents)-1

He'd have to be in athletic contests when older--1
He wouldn't want to roller skate in street--1
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Qualified Gender Association: Ability
She knows how to skate better--17
He might know how to roller skate better-14

Miscellaneous
Because I picked the other girl--1
They're nice--1
She likes presents--1
She has enough money to buy-them-1
Cause of the roller derby or something like that--1
I've skated before--1
I like to roller skate--1
.I don't really like to roller skate that much-1
My brother is always asking for skates and I never

do- 1
I've gdt L. cousins and one is a boy and he doesn't

like to roller Skate--14,
Because I got some at homb and my mommy. got 'em--1
When I saw Dr. Max I saw Davie practicing on a

1-mheel skate--1
One time Mikka used to like to roJ,le'r skate--1

I Don't Know--17

Rationale for the Answers to uestion
o Wou 1 e a oot.all

No Gender Association
Depends on whEit they like to do-

Unqualified Gender Association
Boys play football-102 ,

Boys like to play football-63
Usually boys play 'football and girls don't--25
Girls don't like football-19
Girls don't play football--19
He's a boy--18
It's a boys sport-16
Boys play football, girls can't--9
Boys like sports--5
So he can play football-5
Girls like dolls, etc.-4
She likes to play football--2
Girls play football-1
Boys'do more sports than girls--1

Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Boys rough, more tough-7
Boys play better-4
Know how to play-4



Good player--1
Can catbh it--1
Bigger--1

Miscellaneous
I like to play--4
I don't, like to play football-1
They would watch it--1
Cause she's going to keep hitting--1

I Dont' Know--3

tationalefortheAlerstouestion2:
W o Would L ke a Bicycle ,

No Gender Association
Girls and boys ride bikes--119
Both like to ride bikes--52
Fun for both--7
Both want new bikes-73
Both want exercise--3
Both know how--3

Unqualified Gender Association
Girls like to ride bikes--34
Boys like to vide bikes--12
Boys ride bikes--6'
Boys want bikes--5
So she can ride it--5
She wanted a bike--5
Girls like to ride more than boys-4
Boys have races--4
Boys ride more--4
He's a boy--3
Girls have bikes--3
Girls like exercise--2
He doesn't have one--1
Boys want older things--1
So he can ride and make his legs strong--1,
The boy got to play baseball--1
Cause girls have big bicycles--1%
So he could ride instead of walk, girls walk more

than boys--1
Jim got the football and'-Ahe wanted to be more

active--1
He might alrery have a new bike and not ride one--1

Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Girls know how to ride bikes--3
Boys ride better--3 S.
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She can ride better-
Boys can learn:.-1
Boys ,strokger legs--1
Ne khows how, friends have.bikes--
Girls more dainty, like to walk--1

'Miscellaneous
I like to ride bikes and most everybody likes to--1
I like to ride my bike--1
Her brother doesn't like bicycles--1
Well, I have a pig one at home--1
So he could ride to baseball--1
Girls don't have quite enough for bikes like boys

do--1
So the girl can learn better and better-1
He can be on it some more--1
Because the boy wants to take it and the girl will

scream-1
They (girls) can ride down to the stOre--1
She can ride with sOme friends--1
He met his friend playing with it--1
To ride her bike--1
She wants to take bicycle lessons--1

I Don't Know--11

liationale for the Answers to uestion :

olf ClubsWho Would Like

No Gender Association
Both can play-58

Unqualified Gender Association
He likes to play golf-106
_Boys play more than girls-14.0
Men play golf, boys' sport--31
Not many girls play golf-14
He's a boy--9
Miscellaneous-6
Girls don't like to play golf--5
Girls like to play golf--3
Boys like sports-3

Qualified Gender Association: 4ility
BoyS are better than girls. in golf

for girls)--12 .

Jim is a go9c1 player-4
Boys are big--1"
She can play better golf than him--

(stronge

Cfl

L.

harder
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Miscellaneous
Kid.s don't play golf--2

. Boys anieady had some-1
She wants to have three things--1
He's old enough--1
She'd let the boys play with it--1
Most kids don't know how--1
Girl would keep Winning the boy--1
I don't know what golf clubs are-1

I Don't Know--15

Rationale for the Answers to Question 2:
Who Would Like a 8-asketball

No Gender Association
Both play basketball--37
Both like basketball--28

,Unqualified Gender Association
He likes to play basketball--73
Boys play'basketball more than girls-46
Boys play basketball-42
It's a boys spdrt--28
Girls don't play basketball--16
He wants to play basketball--9
He's a boy--5
Girls like to play--3
Girls want to play--2

Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Boys play better than girls--11
Boys know how to play basketball--10
He's big enough--1 %
Jim is a good player--1

Miscellaneous
Held let girls play with it--1
He has a place to shoot the basketball at-
Cause the boy got the Yast one--1
Girls already had some--1
Girls like to sometimes, &It he soundp like he really

likes.to--1
I like to play basketbali-a lot (girl)--1
Cause my'Mom used to play basketball (gir1)--

Don't Know--4

4
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Rationale for the Answe s to Auestion 2:
o ould e a ump Rope

No Gender Association
Both--10
Some boys do, some don't; some girls do, some don't--2
Bbth can get legs in shape--1
girls like, wrestling game for boys--1

Unqualified Gender Association
Girls like to jump rope--91-
Girls jump rope-55 *
Boys don't like to jump rope--L..3
More girls like than boys--28
Boys think it's Sissy-15
Itis for girls--11

4 She's.a girl--7
Girls want to jump rope--5
Boys jump rope--5
Girls jump rope with their friends--5
Fun--2
Don't get hurta
Girls have more practice--1
Contests--1

Qualified Gender Association: Abillty.
Girls better thanitoys-17
Girls know how7.-3
Boys don't know how--2
Girls have strength--1
Boys don't have

Miscellaneous
Completely unrelated-5

0411.

Rationale for the Answers to question 3:
All Ri ht for a nr1 to Pla on a

oys Sof a 1 eam

No Gender Association
To be fair-17
Have seen it and done it--10
Girls and boys can play together--9
If she's better than boys and can help team-8
She knows how tO play--8
Why not--7
The same-6
Girls can be as good as boys--6

Ara



OK if no girls team--5

Girls cap play--3
Should.have the right--3
Coach--2

. OK if city:would allow--1

Unqualified Rejection
Against the rules--31
A boys team, she isn't a boy--21
Bo,s don't want her--18.
Girls on girls team, boys on boys--7
Coaches don't want girls--3

Qualified Gender Rejection.: Ability
Boy more skilled--12
She could get hurt--4
Boys -betut`liti-i--iip--3

Boys might lose because of her--2
GIrl isn%t strong-1

Qualified Gender Acceptance: Ability
If she's good, she can play--53
Women's lib--2

Qualified Gender Acceptance: By Others
If short a player--7
If coach accepts--7
.1f boys accept her-5
If good enough and boys want her--2
Maybe they need a girl--1

Miscellaneous
People might call team names--2
They might like her--1
She won't7,-"do nothing--1
She' old enough--1
Shels lonesome playing by herself--1
To hir,4e fun--1
Nothing else to do--1
Have them on a girls team--1
Would take a boy's plAce--1 I

Would have to 1.,st other'girls in--1
My uncle let me play--1
Gt,rls might win and boys lose--1
She's sneaking in--1
Wont' be even--1
She should learn w to play softball-:1
I always play with boys--1
To/rboy, let her play--1
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I Don't Know7-25

, Rationale for the Answers t uestion
R g t or oy to af P ano
Instead oe- IrootIml

No Gender Association: Acceptance
He likep to play piano and that's OK--60
If he wants to be good and practice piano-40
If he's better at piano-10
Can play football any time--9
Can't do both--5
Wants to learn to play piano-5
If he likes piano but should have exercise too--2
Maybe doesn't want to play football--2
Can do both--2
Would have instrument to play--1
Doesn't make any difference--1

Unqualified Gender Rejection
He'd like to play football--21
Boys don't play piano, girls do-14
He might not want to play FB--1
He doesn't want to play piano--1

Gender Free Judgment: Activity Value
Piano is life-time--31
Football good for exercise--21
You can .get hurt playing football--12
Football is good sport, better--11
Piano more impor1tant-11
Inportant for football team that he play-
More fun playing piano--2
Would have good career at either--1

Gender Free Judgment: Specialization Rejection
Can do both-15
Needs to play.football-6
Should learn something besids piano--2

1.A

Miscellaneous
He's a boy--1
So when he goes to piano lessons his piano teacher
won't get mad at him-1

The teacher don't like that--1
Maybe 'he would.win and maybe he wouldn't-1
Because boys take piano and girls do too--1
You can quit any time you want-1
If he were td go to a party he could play piano and

tben get, invited to more parties--1

1

-"LTA
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/
. He teaches the girls how to play the piano--1

Cause he's supposed to play the piano--1

/Don't Know--16

Rationale for the Answers to Question 5
Who Would Win a Swimming Race

No Gender Association
Both could be good--51
Depends on who is better--
-ould be a tie--4

Unqualified Gender Association
. Girls like to swim--10
Girls practice--6
Boys like to swim-26
Cause he's a'boy--6
Cause she's a girl-2

Viaiified Gender Association: Ability
Boys are ;aster--38
Boys ave stronger--33
Girls are better swimmers-30
Boys are better swimmers--29
Girls are faster--20
Depends on 8ize-4
Boys pretty good-4
Girls as good as boys--2

Miscellaneous
Our 5th grade Mark doesn'tilike swimming--
We had a swimndng race today. and I won--1
Carla Tarr has long legs and can ,iwim pretty fast--1
I can't swim very good--1
I have a friend named Mark--1
I know this boy Mark and he's a good swimmer-,-1
She's a ,famous swimmer--1
I just choose Jill--1
Because I like girls better--1
I have a friend Jill--1
He probably learned before she did or got a
headstart--1

Because you didn't pick that one yet--1
She never winned anything--1
She might get the most points--1
Sometimes when my class goes swimming the boys put.

their heads in &Re go all the way across--1
She wants to--1
It sounds logical--1



Usually boys win and a,girl might win this time--1
Some people swim faster With hardly no hair and
girls.have long hair--1

Don't Know-46
4

RationalefortheAr4ersto,Likistion6:
AiThlR.ghtfor

No Gende; Association !

There are boy cheerleaders-49
i

If he wants to--30
If they would let him--5.
Both boys and girls are cheer1eaders--4
If he doesn't want to, he doesn't have to--2
Doesnl't matter--N
If he didn't hO'è anything else to do--1
Usually boys don't want to--1
Caus2 itvs a boys team--1
To help the team--1

Unqualified Gender Association
Girl's thing--95 "girls are cheerleaderr
Boys aren't cheerleaders-40
Would look dumb, sisay--20
He's not a e;irl--17
Should be on team--10
Cause he's a boy--9
Wouldn't be right, against rules--6
Boys don't like cheerleading--4

Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Wouldn't know how--6
Probably stronger--2
Because he mi'ght win--1
He's too,small--1
He's the best boy-:.1

Miscellaneous
Maybe if he was a yell leader--1
His'clgd doesn't want him
Thateacher wouldn't like...that either--1
Cause then he can learn how to play--1
It would ruin his life--1
He could sit up in chairs and stuff and cheer--
So he could lead the line--1
He could be a panther or something--1

I Don't Know-10
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Rationale for the Answers to Question 6:
All Right for Girl to be a Cheerleader?

No Gender Association
Both can do it--6
She can do it if she really wants to--6

Unqualified Gender Association
It's more usual for girls to be cheerleaders--111
It's more normal for girls to be cheerleaders--78
She's a girl--65

Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Girls are good at it-710
Gi'rls are physically skillful.at this--8
She's to ma117-1
She might et hurt--1

Miscellaneous
Something she can do since she doesn't play
basketball--7

She's needed to support the team--5
She's good with pom-poms--2
She's good at cheering and noise--2
She can be a leader--2,
The basketball team wouldn't want her--1
They might get kicked out of the game--1
Her 17-)ther would let her--1
She gots to--1
She could help the other girl cheerleaders--1
Probably basketball would be best--1
She had more experience with the teacher--1

I Don't Know--9

\
No Gender 141sociation

%,/B th good-14
De ndS pn who took lessons="-2
Don't know how good either is--2

Unqualified Gender Association
GSrls like gymnastics better-47
Most girls go to gymt1Rstics--30
Girls practice. more--20
She%p a girl--17
Most boys don't take gymnastics-15
Girls du hcrobat1cs--6

lonale for the Answers to uestion
W o an I o etter e ar w ee

57



He does cartwheels--3
'Boys like exercise--2
Zona boys take acrobatics--1
He's a boy--1
Girls do things'that boys don't--1

Qualified Gender As-Miation: Ability
Girls are' better than boys at acrobatics,
cartwheels-64

6
Girls are good "at stuff like that"--17
jsually boys can't do them-16
Boys can do better--15
Girls are more coordinated, etc.--7
Girls are more limber-5
Boys are good acrobats--2

Miscellaneous
He might win--3
He's older--3
I just picked the boys--1
I jast chose that one--1
She's probably get more luck with them-1
So she can get lots of exercise--1
She has the bestest friends--1
He drives better-1--
Cause the girls,act stupid--1
Sometimes girls'can beat boys--1
Itsounds like he has a better name-1
Just like Olga Korbut in the Olympics, she's a
'really good gymnast-1

Cause I can't do much of it--1
Cause I've got a friend who can--1
My sister can do it better than me---
Because he's got floppier ears--1

Yon't Know--11

Rationale for th9 Answers to Question 7.
Who Can Throw Farther

No 'ender Association
Either.one--13
Depel-is on practice, interest-4
Both--2
It depends orrhow good your arm is-
Both throw balls--1
Boys probably practice -1
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\lqualified Gender Association
Boys have more experience, practice-82
Boys like to play baseball-15
He's a boy-10
Boys do that, girls don't--9
She practices--2
While Jack practiced cartwheel she dould practice

throwing--1
In some P.E. classes boys have throwing contests and

girls have cartwheel contests--1

Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Boys are stronger-70
Boys are good throwers--63
Boys are better, more talent--6
Boys are bigger--6
Girls can't throw--6
She can throw farther-4
Boys have more skill-4

Miscellaneous
She looks prettier than the other people--
They first learned it before the girls--1
Last time I said the girl--1
Girls don't win sometimes-1
The boy doesn't hit the bat right-
I just think he could--1
Cause she wanted to--1
My dad knows how to throw better than me--1
He probably had a bigger brother who taught him-1
My aunt was in a baseball game and hit a homerun-1

Don't Know--13

Ratlonale for the Answers to Question 7:
Who CartRun Faster

No Gender Association
Both could be good--102
Depends on weight, how fast, etc.--4
Some girls are faster than boys--3
They can carry their legs--1

Unqualified Gender Association
Boys had more practice, experierice--.9
He's a boy--7
Don't see girls run--2)
Girls play dolls, boy44.1oga boy skill--2
Some girls race--2

ft*
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the same, boy--1
Girl moves legs better in jump rope--1

Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Boys are faster than girls-54
Boys stronger--33
She runs faster--8
He has bigger, longer legs--7
Boys are good runners-4
She has longer legs-4
He's bigger--2
Boys beat girls--2
Both can run fast--2
He's be lighter-1
He has more energy--1
He doesn't get as tired--1
Just something boys are good at--1

Miscellaneous
Girls have fast tennis shoes--3
He might be wearing fast shoes--2
They .probably eat a lot--1
He wants to win--1
She eats more than the boy--1
I can run fast in these boots--1
Maybe the girl is older and could run faster--1

Don't Know--12

Rationale for the Answers to Question 7:
Who Can J4r210- His:her

No Gender Association
Both can jump,--57
Nothing is differept--11
Depends oIa strength, etc.--9
Both like to jump= 4
ItTs4ie a tie--1
Girls ump rope and boys make baskets--1

Unqyialified Gender Association
Boys have experience, practice--37
Girls like jump rope--33
She takes gymnastics, cheerleading, etc.--12
Girls have experience--6
She likes jumping-4
Boys can jump-4
Boys like to--3
He's a boy-3

at He's more interested in gthletics, has experience-3
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Girls don't hardly jump over things--
A boy's sport--1

__Depends on who has most training-4
Most.boys play basketball, girls cheerlead--1
'she gets lot of exercise--1
She's a girl--1

Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Boys are stronger-25
Girls are good jumpers--20
He can jump higher-14
She's lighter-6
Boys 'are good-6
Girls know how to jump higher-4
Her legs might be longer--2
He's taller--2
She may have learned more-2
Boys can't "jump higher than girls--1
Some boys don't try to jump that high--1
Susie can't jump that high--1

MiscellaneoUs
Boy has better shoes--2
She wants to win everything--1
Cause I 'picked the girl too many times--1
She sounds like she's lighter than Jack-1
Cause she has a nice name--1
aecause I can't jump -too'high--1
ghe got her best friend to teacher her how to do it--1
In mat-class I jumped over the thing and jumped the
highest--1

i like men b3tter than big4oys and little girls--1

Don't Know--33

Rationale for the Answers to Question 8:
All Right for Girl to Quit

Guitar for 'oftball

No Gender Assoiation
If she wants to play softball, OK-40
If she likes softball-26.
Can practcce and get better in softball--9
Can learn to play softball--5
Lot of girls softball teams--4
Can't do both-4
Tired of guitar--3
If better at softball-2
When finish softball play gu5tar--1
If she doesn't like guitar--1
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OK--1
Can play guitar at home--1
No- fvee time for -s-oftball if-pIay guitar-1
Wants to be good and be on team-1
More experience for her--1
She'll have more time-1

Unqualified Gender Rejection
Boys play softball--13
It's for boys (softball)--7
Could get hurt--7
Girls play instruments-6
She's a girl"4
Guitar is better for her--3
Should practice guitar--2
No girls softball teams--2
Boys usually play guitars--2
Softball is more for girls--1
Wouldn't be good to play on t2oys team--
She dobsn't know how to play-,1
Girls play softball but not TV--1
Might be on boys team-1

Gender Free Association: Activity Value Judgment
More exercise with softball-22
Guitar more valuable--21
She can have caree'r in guitar--11
If she's, good she should keep on--9
She'll learn more--8
Should practice more--6
Softball is better, good sport--
Should play gultars
Shouldn't guit--14.
Guitar goes on, softball'doesn't--4
No future in softball--2
Team might need her--1
Team doesn't need her--1
Can learn guitar later--1
Can learn guitar easier--1
Might be famous playing softball--

Gender Free Association: Speciali:ation Rejectidh
Could do both--18

Miscellaneous
I'd rather play guitar--6
She might be old enough to do it--1
elle might lose everything all the time--1
She knows how to throw carefully so she won't hit
no one--1
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Maybe somebody bribed her into it and maybe khe like
guitar better--1

She has -toplay softball or else-be-A Tbad sport- 1
Cause she has td pfay guitar to get lessons--1
She doesn't, like it--1
On weekdays she-could play softbafl any time but

might forget how to play gui.tar--1
When she goes for guitar lessons she might get in

trouble and might make a mistake--1
If she wants to be good in guitar she s1ioul4n't

play softball,-1
It's a girls team--1
She hasn't played softball in yfears--1
.You have to practice your fingers every day for

guitar--1 .

She'd rdther play--1
I'd rather practice--1
Her mom probably wants her to play guitar--1
Music teacher Wouldn't let her stop playing-

Don't Know.--21

Rationale for the Answers to question 9:
Which VoIleybill Game Should

-be on Teilevision

No Gender Association
Both good teams--11
Both doing the same thing--11
People would like to watch both--11
Both interesting (exciting)--7
It's fair-6
Both on dirferent channels at same time--5

. People like to sea who wins-...4
Women would watch women and men watch men--3
Both play a lot--3
Both would want to be on--3
To give both a chance to be on--2
It's probably a championship--1
1/2 hour have girls, and 1/2 hours the boys--1
Both would do a tie--1
Doesn't matter-could be either--1
Should haJe either both or none--1
Probably both would win--1

Unqualified Gender Associa.t4on
Boys do it more--9
People like to watch girl's volleyball--3
Girls do it more--3
Girls don't play it--3
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More pepple watch men-.2
Girl's games aren't as important/no tournaments--1
I'm a girl and they're a girl-1
Cause the men would like to +k at Itim--1
It's more of a girls game-1
Men like playing volleyball--1
Girls should be cheerleaders for the boys--1
You hear moreNabout women volleyball players than

yo do about mein-1
We hou.ld see menAplay--1
So fien could get lots of exercise--
Men can be first if they want--1
Cau a boy--1
Cause they're boys--1

Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Boys are better --44

'Men are more interesting to watch--12
Women are better--8
Girls are more interesting to watch--6
Men are stronger-5
Men are faster-4
Men are good volleyball players--3
Boys throw better--2
Girls move better--2
Men are better on TV--2
Men are more likely to win--2
Women are good basketball pla5lers--1
Girls are more complicated--1
Girls can fight better--1
Girls learned it before the men did--1
Women's lib is getting real strong--1
Men know more about volleyball--1
Women would get more points-.1
Sometimes girls ain't that good in volleyball and
it'd be exciting to see which team got the lead
if both teams ain't so good--1

Favor Non-Typical
Women don't get to be on much (men are always on)

(women should have a chance)--52
Women always get to be on TV for volleyball, men

should get to--5
'Maybe some people would like to see women play--2
I've never seen women on a volleyball team--1
Lots of women don't play volleyball but it would be
nice to have them on TV--1

It's funnier to watch tile women because you.wouldn't
think a woman could pray that good--1

a
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I'm for some things in women's lib and I think they
shou}d---halre-ecrtuel-pci-rtunities. A lot of men's
sports are on but not womenls--1

Favor Typical Pattern
Men are usually on TV--16
There's lwre boys sports. They might as well keep

on with them--1
They've had men's spoilts on TV longer--1
Usually men are in golf and everything-1

Miscellaneous
To see .how women play--2
Women get in more neat fights--2
I like women's volleyball--1
I'm a girl I like women better--1
More fun to watch women-1
Like to watch girls fall down--1
Picked boys a lot of other time so pick girl--1
(Women because) men are too smart-1
Women can dance good--1
I like to watch men better--1
More fun towatch men--1
See what men can do--1
I like men--1
Men watch lots of footbally and girls don't--

I Don't Know--21

Rationale for the Answers to Question 10:
Who Would Ybu Choose for

Your Basketball Team

No Gender Association
Both dn team--both can be good--74
Both can play--18
They're my friends--7
Variety-5Y
Better chance of winning-5
Good combination with both-2
Just better that way. If all girls got hurt, still
have boys to make points--1

They'd keep their minds off playing around and
goofing--1

It's be easier to play--1
People taller would be better-1
Probably girls can do better than boys--1
Some girls have good coordination-1
I might not like all girls and not like all boys--1



Some boys like girls and some don't,I. 1

Usually it's just one kind--1

Unqualified Gender Association
Have all of one sex--11
I like boys--8
Girls don't like to play--3
Boys play more, eiperience, practice--5
I'm a boy--4
Both might like it--3
I don't lkke girls--3
I like girls--3
They're the same--2
Girls probablyiwouldn't want to be.picked--1
Boys also nice--1

don't like boys so much so just choose some--1
Usually boys don't want to play= with girls--1

don't just like having L. people 'all the same--1
I'm more interested in girls basketball--1

Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Boys better-45
Gir-.s aren't skilled-4
Boys stronger-3
Girls good--3
Girls get hurt--2
Boys too rough--1

Qualified Gender Association: Fairness and Equality
Wouldn't be fair -31
Give girn a chance--15
To be even--6
So boys won't win all the time-4
Pick boLh, girls aren't any good--3
Pick both so girls wouldn't get mad--2
Better to have men play with girls instead of

ggains--1

Miscellaneous
To see how bcys and girls get along.--2
Would leave only boys to play against no girls--1
They could get lots of exercise too--1
Can't have just plain old girls and boys--1
Girls have long hair--1
I can't have too much girls and boys--1
Some boys should be in your group--1
It wouldn't milake boys happy if you choose girls--1
Would be fair if boys could have turn then gir1s--1

Don't Know--16

1 14
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k
Rationale for the Answers to Question 11:

-Who Gets 'Pirst noice of
PractIce Times.in bym

No Gender Association -
Both are important/should share equally--28
Flip a cpin--9
NeiA;her--3
Whichever is the best team--2
Schedule according to when each couid make it--2
Whoever acts better--1
Whichever need more practice--1
Decide together--1

Unqualified Gender Association
Ladies go fivst--46
Girls need more practice--18
Boy first because they play the game more--12
boys4go 1'irst--9
Boys need more practice--8
Girls first because not many girls teams--4
I like girls--3
Girls first because boys usually are first--3
Girls like to play--2
Boys need exercise--2
I'm a girl--1
I like boys--1
Boys like to play--1
Boys get it anyhow--1
They don't do much working--1
They just should because the boys always think they

can do everything so good--1
Boys should have more time--1
Boys don't goof off--1
Girls would be doing Something else--1
Maybe girls should--1
Boys probably want to practice first and most girls

don't care if they're Apt--1
Boys would want to win the girls--1
Girls haven't had very much time to practice because

they're cooking and stuff--1
Boys because they practice at home--1
So they can play--1
Girls if they're going to play other teans and if

they're better--1
Girls don't take that much time--1,
Girls can't wait very long--1
Boys because the girls are doing their project--1
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Qualified Gender Associatign: Ability
\ Boys- are better at it7-25

BoYs are bigger, stronger or talier--9
Boys know more about it--6
Girls need more practice-L3
Boys are smarter--2
Boys might win--2
Girls always get beat up--1
Boys are rougher--1

-

Qu4lity Gender Association:- Lack of Opportunity
Boys practice at other times--18
Girls are less,experiences and need the practice-7
It's new to girls--2
Boys don't need as much practice--1

Value Judgment of the Game
Boys play more games than zirls--7
Boys play harder teams--3
Boys games are more popular with the public-3
Boys play earlier in the year--3
Boys work harder--2
Boys would play better--2
Boys games are more important--2
Boys game more likely to be on TV--2 A

Boys play longer--1
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pliscellaneous
Some boys are o'der--2
Girls probably want to get it done--1
Girls might be early--1
Boys get tired easier at the end of the day--1
Boys could go last and have .more time--1
If boys had a longer period of time,, they could jurip
higher and probably want to go first--1

Girls get.fussK and say no fair if the boys got
I want them to Ike in there--1
They would get practice faster-1
If.they have a short period, they1 boys could have
-another period--1 '

Boys wouldn't have to practice as much, so they could
go first--1

Vor TV boys need more time and should go second--1.
Girls get more time then--1
So the girls can take a.look, at how the men play

basketball--1

I Don't Know and Missing Data--32



Rationale for the Answers co question 12
oul et ore Toney

for Winning -Race

No Gender Association
No difference--fair, both fast-145

Unqualified Gender Association
She should get more-7
Girls buy more-6
Men more experienced-6.
More opportunities for men--5
Men need more money-4
He's a man--2
Wife-married if man--2
Women don't get yery much money-
Cause he. was racing-(1
She might earn it--1
Sometime boys get lots of money--1
Cause most men gpt bigger fees and Janet should got

same--1
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Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Men run faster-lio4
She might run faster--20
He stronger-5

do'harder work--3
Rac ng a boy harder than racing a girl--2

qualified Gender Association: Atypical Achievement
Usually girls don't run as fast--18
They done more work--1
If she's running against someone she doesn't know I

think she should get more money-1

Miscellaaeous
Son.nds like he was 1st and she 2nd
Think boy is older than girl--1
I like girls better--1
I like lem--1
I have 2 friends named John--1
I like money--1
She's the boss around the girls--1
Becawne she started off first--1

Don't Know--18

to'



Question 12: Nature of Prizes Awarded

1

Same Prizes for NiTi-gn Wofnan

Trophy 97 1

CarS 19 to.1%ni/rs 1

Medal 8 Something for track 1

Bike( 7 Basketball 1

Trips 7 Gold Stop watch 1

Track shoes 5 Gold shoe 1

Cups 3 Watch 1

Tennis shoes 3 Bronze 1

Jogging suit track 3 Motorcycle 1

New house 1 Clothes 1

A star 1 Dog 1

Question 12: Nature of Prizes Awarded
bifferent-Prizes--Boys

Car 21

Trophy 21

Football 20
Basketball 10
Bike 10

Motorcycle 7
Baseball (softball) 5
Hunting equipment (gun) -5

Candy
Walkie talkie
Guitar
Tennis dhoes
Golf clubs
Big truck
Airplane
Medal
Hot rod
Clothes
Ring
Track shoes
Magic,; stick
T.V. set
Baseball bat
Organ
Hot wheel truck

.4
C-

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Football helmet 1

T shirt 1

Electric train 1

Lady 1

G I Joe 1

Drum 1

Don't know 1

Dog 1

B B gun
Ice cream cone machine 1

Roller skates 1

Typewriter 1

Ath. s 99999 1

Living room set 1

Ice skates 1

Pro football tickets 1

House 1

Bowling ball 1

A track 1

First place trophy 1

TV and sterec; 1

Car and round world trip 1

Missing data 1

Sports su??? 1

7 0
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A Qv.stion 12: Nature of Prizes Awarded
DifTerent PrizesGir]s

Doll
Bike
Cloths
Eaxrings.
:Ribbon
Jump rope
Skates
Dishwasher
Car'
Trophy
Medal
Vacation
House
2nd glaceLvophy
Pot and 'Alps
Ice skates
Baskecball
Had!,J-
Perfume
Piano

el A Tennis racket
FLIPS gnd mink
Bedrom set
Kitcr.on sink
Kitchcla
Washer and dry6r

36
14
11

6

.5
5
4

L.
4

3
3
3
3
2
2

2

1

1

1

Purse
Jump rope
Tag for shirt
Kitten
Nightgown
Cowgirl and horse
Shoes
Dqg
Color T.V.
Typewriter.
Furniture
Tennis court
Free ,0001mming lessons

New running shoes
Guitar
llotorcycle
Comb, brush, mirror
Sports e5lipmeat
Money
Paint
Paper
Missing data
Trophy bigger than 1),Jys
Pool table 1
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

.1
1

1

1

1

1

.-"Jnale for the Answers to Question 13:
All for Women to Earn

Mongy irkSports

No Gender Association
The same--1)1)1
Women in sports now--25
Should have equtNhance--23
Because they want o--3
Because men can work--1
Not if there's a law against it--1
Just w men's lib--1
If the els Jomething to do in women's sp.prts--1
If they could do it right--1
Would g.ve them sotething better to do--1
So they can be en a teamt

Unqualified Gender Association
Women don't do sports, work in,home-
Boys do that--4

te,

verIle



Women to get exercise--4
Don't need to, ahould work somewhere else--3
Should stay home if married--2
I just think they could--1
Men get more exercise than women--1
They don't like sports--1
When he comes home he can give some to his wife--1
Pr-Alably woulin't unless roller or ice skating--1

Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Women aren't as good-10
Women weaker--1
Get hurt easily-1

Qualifipd Gender Association: Financial Need
They need money too-24
It's a job--7
If that's the only way to earn money--4
So they can get mor.cy--4
Maybe the work harder--1
Don't get paid enough allowance by husband--
Nice to go out and earn money--1

Miscellaneous
Some.times give prizes--2
They could go swimming--1
Cause Billie Jean King does--
I like to ride 6ikes--1
This girl broke her pack riding a motorbike and got

lot of money--1
Most women just clean house ala the time--1
When she won she got money probably-T1
Because they're the nicest--1
If they're single, yes. If they have house, kids,

husband think should In) there to take care of
them--1

If they play tennis and make lot of u.oney, can't
think:they need to, then don't have to--1-

The boys can and if boys don't want to, girls car
-,ake over--I

It wouldn't hurt em--1

Don't Know--29

n
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uestion 1 Games Bo s and Gi ls
Can Play ToEet er

Soccer 55 Headache
Hide and seek 31 Hi 0 Cherry 0
Volleyball 29 Ball
Kick ball 29 Aggravation
Tag (freeze) 20 Jack o knees
Basketball 20 Yog Bear
Softball 11 Sony
Baseball 11 Gost Ghost
Kick can 9 Jackson 5 Game
Footbal,l 8 Girls chase boys
Tennis 6 Chase the girls
Pom pom pull away 6 Red light green light
Farmer in Dell 5 aacing
Duck duck gray goose 4 Shoots and ladders
Horse 4 Cards
Bombardment L. Tag and war
Catch 3 Stay alive
Jump rope 3 Swimming
Sing round rosie 3 A B C
Monopoly 3 Hot potatp

L

Running 2 Bragons mouth
Candy land 2 'Twister
Hopscotch 2 \Follow leader
Checkers 2 -areen ghost
Whiffle ball 2 Dodge bell
Four square 2 Musical chairs.:-
Ball 1 Witching hour
Don't know 1 Croquet
Fighting 1 Racing
Boys catch girls 1 Jack and Jill went
Drop Hankie 1 up the -hdll 1

Bicycling 1 Missing date 1

Play with flirtes 1 Steal stick 1

Tic Tac Toe 1 Traveling rings



Question 14: Games Boxs and Girls
Should Play Separately

Football 93
,None 92
Basketball 26
Jump rope 15
Baseball 12
Bombardment 12
Dolls 10
Hopscotch 6
House
Volleyball
Can't think of any
Wrestling
Hockey .

Car games
Softball
Don't know
Chasing girls
Fighting
Acrobat Stunts
Mowing lawn-boys,

soap operas7girls
Most ga.nes
Looking through book
Dolls
Handball

Mud fights
Tension games
Marbles
Hockey
Rubber Ducky ,

Cowboys and Indians
Kick ball
Piano songs

5 Racing
4 Basketball-girls,
3 football-boys

Soccer
Horse racing
Tag
Poker

1 Boxing
1 Roller skating
1 Missing Date
1 Running

Four square
1 Swim competition
1 Gi basketball
1 Ch se the cat
1 Jacks
1 Cops and robbers

L.

Rationale for the Answers to Question 14:
WhY Did You Choose These Games

-No Gender Association:
All can play the same games-
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

-1

1

Unqualified Gender Association:
Girls don't like to', or don't want to play . -15
Football, basketball is for boys--10
Boys don't like house, dolls--10
Boys don't jump rope, hopscotch--10
toys and girls shouldn't play together--10
That's only for girls (dolls, house, jump rop4

" hopscotch)--10
Boys don't play that--9
Miso.:_7
Girls like to play other game6--6
It's a men's sport--4
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Qualified Gender Association: Ability
Boys are rough, girls might get hurt--84
Girls aren't good enough, don't know how--19
Boys are stronger, better players--16

Miscellaneous
They're prejudiced and don't play fair, yell and

fight--3
They have different rules--1
Chasing.girls is not a good game--1

I Don't Know and Missing Data--11
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